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Pax( Policy Holders sine* or-
gaalsat.on. oo.coosse„
Surplus.
Looses paid In Kentucky over 3,014.4etike
Limn PHI la Ckrittiii Gilllii
Charles J Radford, $5 000; Wra
M. West, *3000; John It Penick,
$3 000; John J. Anderson, $1 600.
W T. Radford. $7 600.
After second year no restrictions
is to residenee or ocempation. Nc
forfeiture in case of lapse: incontee
tibia
Cush ioane made up to one-half o;
the reserve on assignable policies.
The beet -rant ract wyer offered.
K W. SMITH & 00., St&le
Agents. 542 W Main Rt. frmieville.
ondensed News,
Misce'lany,
Women's Department,
n's Department,
Ag-ricultut al Department
Political Dcpartment,
Answers to Correspondent
Editorials.
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PRICE $1 A YEAR
The Weekly Courier .1047roal makes ver,
liberal terms to ernes Sample copies of lb.
paper and Preneurn Suerdensent.sent free to
any address, Write ,o
C99111E1-401/1111al CSISPAMY,
LOUISVILLE. KY
WINTER is UNKIND
-- 
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FAIR FACES.
Most women have a natural
dread of winter—the c,ild wind%
and dampnees roughens ano
chaps their akin. Many have
gained knowledge by experience
and now apply a little
POZZONI'S
POWDER
before going ont. It protects,
softens and beautifies the com-
plexion, and then—it is invisible
If it is rightly used.
HAVE YOU EVER TRIED IT?
ALL DRUGGISTS and
FANCY GOODS STORES SELL rT.
W.
3 • HREOUCLASrer FOR A KING.is THE REST.
O. CORDOVAN,
renece • inesertiA0 CALF
4P3P1P flat Ulf &OMANI
$3.40 POUCE,3 sote.s.
$3,s2.WORKIt16sqpi3
- gicraA 1,4144C• •
$2.$172 kralainssoct
• l*A_D I G 9 •$2F.7.2
• SX3f
leorsoscaitzi.
aseocg-,nri...mAss.
Over Owe minion Peso. wear the
W. L. Douglas $3 & $4 Shoes
An our shoes are equally satisfactory
y ghee tbe beet eelse ter the money.
epee custom, Shoes In style and fit.
gig etialities are p seed.
are uniform --stamped on sole.
he $y saved Over other 'makes.
your &aim catuee supply you we can. Seel by
Cloth% & 1oo Co,,
Hopkinsviiie, Ky.
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CASTOR I
oe Nees. ' eve. . le`elseN.N.eooe.a.,
M Bateman's Preis, Godfnry's Cordial, many esecallesi Soothing Syrups, and
most remedied for children are composed of opium or morphine?
Do Ton Know that opium anti morphine are stupefying narcotic poisons?
for infants and Children.
OTHERS, Do You Know th. Pareteric,
po You Know that in mom countries druziests are not permitted to sell narcotics
without labelm; thcii o.Jot$?
Do You Know that you should not permit any nuencine to be given your child
stakes you or T ...oar physician know of what it is ectuposed
Do You Know that Castore is • purely vegetable preparation, and that a Ile of
its Ingredients a published with every bottle?
Do You Know that caetoria ls the prescription of the famous Dr. Samuel Pitcher.
That it has keen in use for nearly thirty years, Lad that more canoe& is now seid than
of all other remedies for children combined
Do You Know that the Patent Oftlee Department of the relied States, and of
other countries, have issued exclusive eight to hr. Pitcher and his unarm to use the word
Castorla " and its formula, tied that to imitate them la a eat* prison offense?
Do Yes ILIAOW that Olee of the reasons for renting this govereseas protection was
because casturia bad been proven to be absolutely harmless?
Do You Udell, that 36 average duties of Casten& its furnished for 36
cents. or one cent • does?
Do You Know that when poseamed of this perfect preparation, your children may
be kept well, and that jou may have unbrolen rest
Well, theme thing. are worth knowing. They are facts
The fee-simile
signature of
to on *very
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoris.
CURE Or PAIN
Is certainly the most important
object of medicine.
Dr. J. H. McLean's
Volcanic Oil Liniment
Gives instant relief in cases of
Scalds, Burns,Wounds, Bruises,
prains, Aches, Chilblains, Itch, Frostbites, Sore Nipples,
tramps, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, etc. Easily applied.
SOOTHING AND PENETRATING.
For saie everywhere, Price, 25c,, 50c. and $1.00 per bottle.
THE DR. J. H. MCLEAN MEDICINE CO., ST. LOUIS, MO-
DEA •
Miss Mary Stevenson,
the Eldest
I Daughter of Vice-President Ste-
venson, after a Long
Illness,
Pled at 1:15 o'clock Friday after-
noon, at Aekville, North Carolina,
w•- ere abetted been fur several
Weeks,
Asheville, N. C., Jan 19 4—Mles Ste-
venson, daughter of Vie, President
Stevenson, died Friday' afternoon
so 1:15 o'elock.
All the members of lb* family
were at her bedside, except her broth.
er, Lewlo, who le with h s sick wile
in Bloomington,
Miss Mary Stevenson Was the sld•
eel daughter of the Vice President.
She was taken III last summer and
was removed to Bar Harbor for ber
health. Au attack of pneumonia bed
prostrated her.
She improved a little at Bar Har
bor, hut had • Trooper*, and consump-
lion developing, it was decided to re
move her to Asheville.
About the middle of //Holier sh-
was brought to Asheville, but she
grew constantly worse until death
  
released her from her sufferings.
C. H. LAYNE
Livery, Feed & Sale
Stable!
Cor. Seventh and Virginia Sts.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Good Rigs Furnished day or night.
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO BOARDING HO
Caither & West,
CahlISSION MERCHANTS
As...twigs
l!rprietors PLANTER'S WAREHOIRA
ilopkinsville, - - Ky
_ HOW TO KEEP
El
k WARM?'
E BUY
a
Heating Stove and get the Celebrated
1 _
E Reineeke Coal.
a Special Prices to ` -chool Houses and Churches E.... ..............w.......
E They can be closed up so as to keep fire 24 hours. Will aI burn either hard or soft coal.ROGERS oit WOSTENHOLM Pocket Knives and Raz o , E
E The largest stock of these ever brought here. Sash, Do o i oBlinds, Lime, Cement, Laths, Flooring, Siding and Ceil i i I
1 Mantels, Grates, Hearths. — Shot Guns, Rifles and Pist oPaints, Oils and Glees. Wagons, Buggies and Carts. N a ..I
E Locks and Hinges. :
Mt? WM iiittNifftSM triiitttuitriti
aEl
El
El
El
El
lk
aa Also Bicycles At Cost! E
El
a Forbes & Br() Not
tr iiintiiiMiUM
E. P. CAMPBELL, Prest. J. E. McPnEnsoN, Cash
Bank of Hopkinsville!
(1NcORPORATED 1865.)
Capital and Surplus $275.000.
—7=)=E=CTORS
—E. P. CAMPBELL,— —JOHN P. GARNETT-
-D. R. BEARD,— —DR. E. S. STUART,--
-C. H. LUSH.—
THIS BANK oilers its customer- every banking facility,
iberal treatment, prompt and careful attention to all bu
• 
si-
laess entrusted. CORRESPONDENCE SOL D ICITE with those
ontemplatizig a change or division of their accounts.
ROBERT. WOOLDRID GE
Livery, Feed and Sale Stable.
INTH STREET, NEAR L. A N. DEPOT HOPHINSVILLZ, KY
_Lmaiirdiar PM'
HILLE'S CHAPEL.
About one year ago the disciples of
Coriet fluished this little house of
worship. They have held regular ser-
vices every Lordsriay and prayer-
meeting every Thursday night since
then, sod have held two protracted
ineettugs of ten days each—Eld Jeo
L. Poe, of Texas ,holding the first ID
April, James A Harding, President
of Ne-hville Bethel School, held the
teat during Christmas week. They
oar-. had no o:.• preaching
f r them regularly. The children's
meetinge sod all there have grown
In interett until the house is °orator
t•bly filled at simost every meeting
Mr. Daniel Gunn, a student of the
Bible School has also been preaching
for them ocosesionally, and wilt
preach for them every second and
fourth Lordeday, during the winter
and spring. Mr. Gunn is a young
man of more than ordinary talent
arid speaking ability, he 'greatly be-
ioved by the people who know him.
This congregation may be consid-
ered peculiar in some respects. They
wish to be known as members of the
church of God or Church of Christ,
they claim to have no connection
with the Christian church of this
place. It is net a mission chucch but
an independent organisation of Godly
worshipers.
They oppose to use of organs and
instruments of music la worship
They oppose Missionary socie-
ties and all others, for their work as
Christians, believing that the church
is the divinely organized missionary
society. They believe in good music
out prefer to the human voice, sloe«
they are commanded to sing with the
spirit.
While they believe that the old
testament is important, yet they be-
lieve that the new Testament is their
guide. They b•ve no creed but this
book.
They believe all will be saved who
believe In (7briet and obey Him.
Their worship is simple prayer,
['raise and exhortation, engaged lu
by all who feel disposed to take part
The study the scriptures Is great-
'y enjoyed by all, and occupy a prom
merit place in all their meetings.
Strangers and new corners are espial
ally welcome among them.
The above was handed us fa- pub
[Mallon by one of the elders of the
above congregation.
About Roads.
have reed with pleasure the ad-
mirable communieivion from •'T" In
a recent Issue of the Hapkinsville
Kentuckian, •nd tbiuk it high time
the people. of Christian County were
awakening to a realizatiou of the
miserable, extravagant and wasteful
system in vogue of opendiug annually
nearly $15,000 on mud holes; in the
past twenty five years, and our Coun-
ty Court order hood will show that
the public roads have coat $375,000
It will be a safe calculation to esti-
mate as mooch for the ensuing twenty
five years, and equally as safe to pre-
diet, at the end of the time, juat as
as bad or worse roads. It does seem
hat prompt action on the part of our
Financial Court ought to be taken,
.ild the leak stopped. We can Just as
seily have "free" good roa de, as
'free' had roads, either bee to be
paid for, why not the good when the
pest is the came, or lees
Turnpike's" is a
In‘'l breoeuter, they will have to be paid
fur, just like we pay for our present
tnud road, except, when the pike is
built, we can have& rest on paying;
whereas the mud road is paying, iv;
just like it was last year, needs fixing
again, en 1 so it ever will be. As to
details as to how it is to be done, let
our financial agents work tt out, that
le easy enough, the big thing to do is
to make a permanent and lastlug
road, arid not • temporary affair.
There is not a man in the county,
who owns a tax receipt, that would
for a moment, submit to such a per-
ulcioue system in his private affairs
as the citaens of Christian county,
have tamely and uniesistiogly sub-
mitted to in the administration of
their road finances. Shall we be less
wise in the aggregate. Is not the
time propitious for our leafless, to
be each in fact and indeed? Has
there not been enough temporary
shifts made? Let us try a rock rib-
bed for a while. U.
Ringing Noises
In the ears, sometimes a roaring, bus-
ing sound are caused by catarrb, that
exceedingly disagreeable and com-
mon disease. Lose of smell or hear-
ing also result from catarrh. Hood's
Sarsaparilla, the great blood purifier,
Is a peculiarly successful remedy for
this disease, which it cures by purify-
ing the blood.
Hood's Pills are the best after din-
ner pills, assist digestion, prevent
onstipation.
"•-,••
ememeememoonme4010mInoMIL.
VOLUME XX V. No. :;i)
CHRISTIAN EN DEAVOR. ifw.pel through your own church
linnets devoutly.
These, I believe, are endeavors that
'God will boots. Your brother and
fe'low Ende•vorer,
FRAN( le E. CLARK,
Preeident of the U. S. C. E.
Topic discussed Sunday Jan. 20:
A Christian's Frotihona mod Per-
plex! lee.
I.f -1 Kings 4:29 34; Luke
2:46 47.
A Question 13. i meeting
Far AOP weer in the Moeting.
Whet are onus of your perplexities-
regardino the Bible?
I your daily wore have you met
with any pussies?
Have NOU any doubts concerning
Christianity?
Have you a question to present re-
garding the conduct of daily hie.
Would you like to help in doing
some hardthing?
Have you met in your reading
with statements hard for you to un-
derstand?
lt there sem- question you would
lik• to ask for the spiritual help of
some one else?
11:31;
causx ocatyloss.
The Temperance glestlou? Set
tur lace against the saloon and you,
fsoe against all it contain,
Coohrirtian Employers? Sem
thetu conscientiously, as 100g as thej
dc•seasloterac w!th your principles
Drair the lino there. If they Insist,
withdraw from their employ immed-
iately.
Affl °lions? Never doubt for an /n•
staut God's lutleite bye. When he
coin make a mistake, he becomes de-
throned. Wso be Is not interested in
his children's welfare, he ceases t• be
U yd. Trust him all the way through.
O for wisdom to discern aright,
when clouds arise and darksorua
grows (he
O for the courage to pursue my way
Throughout life's journey to the per-
fect day. Golden Rule.
A novel consecration meeting was
held by the society of lit Presbyter.
fan Church, on last Sunday evening
New (Meiers had been elected the
week provions, and they were instal-
led, as it were, by re-conseoratiug
themselves to the L ird's work. The
chairmen of the various committees
with their helper., consecrated them
selves to their work with an approp
late verse of Scripture, prayer or
song. At the conclusion the whole
society arose and promised that they
woted do all in their power to help
the society and advance the cause of
Christ.
This proved to be the most hopeful
meeting the society has ever held,
ead was greatly enjoyed by all who
were in attendance. 'the consecra-
tion service is of all the most impor
tent, and should not be omitted uu
der any circumstance. We ehould
consecrate ourselves every dap to the
Lord and at least once a month pub-
l:cly.
The Christian Endeavors of our
land are glad to welcome "Father
Eodeavor" Clark home from his Eu-
ropean trip. He returns full of en-
thusiasm end encouragement, and
reports Societies in nearly every land
who will join with us in waging war
against sin and its originator.
One of the local Soo:ether received
the following letter rrom Dr. Clark,
which is foil of helpful hints, to do
good to every Endeavor's heart:
Dear Friends ; —
A happy New Year of earnest en-
deavor for ' Christ and the Church"
is the beet wish I can send you as we
begin together the best half of the
last deoad• of the nineteenth century.
I have just returned from a visit to
some of our English fellow Endeav-
orers, and have found the utmost en-
thusiasm there for th• Society, man-
ifested in conventions and union
meetings, which rival our own in In-
terest and numbers.
la France, Germany, Swez•rland
and Soandihavis, too, a beginning
has been made which promises to add
hundreds of thousands of brothers
and sisters to our ranks. All these
Eudeavorere, and others in all pars
of the world, are united to us by a
common name, "Choletian Endeav•
or;" their societies have the same
back-bone (the pledgee this same
heart (consecration meeting), the
same braion aud hands and feet the
committees) to do Christ's will.
Tens of thousands of your unknown
friends, in west pnblio meetings or
by private messages, have sent their
greetings by me to their fellow En-
deavorers of the United States and
Canada. I am glad to herewith send
you these fraternal greetings.
At !tome, too, the past year has been
one of large growth and proeperity
More new societies have been formed,
more members added to the ranks,
more associate rn eneers brought
into the churciess, mitre money given
to missions, more pstriotiemn t14,11
and more desire to make our laud
Immanuel's land; while the Interna-
tional Convention and the State and
Provincial Conventions, •Iteost with-
out exception, have been beyond any
yet held, in numbers, interest and
spiritual power.
For all these mercies let us be hum-
bly grateful, saying: "Not unto us,
0 Lord, not unto u•, but unto thy
name give glory," and let us show
our thanksgiving by our thanksgiv-
iog.
Allow me to ask three questions
and to offer three hints (merely as
suggestions) relative to the questions
THE QUEST OfqS
1. Are you realizing the blessed-
ness and strength which may come
from our world-wide fellowship?
2 Are you developing your youn-
ger members, and are your older
older members taking upon them
their full share of church duties?
3 Is the missionary spirit, which
includes giving as well as praying,
being developed?
THE St OtlESTIONS
1. To make our fellowship real,—
form an Information Committee, and
give them five minutes at the begin-
ning eaten meeting to report what-
ever they may have learned coocern•
ing the methods and prosperity of
other Endeavorers In all parts of the
world.
2. For the development of the
younger and older members,—form a
Junior Society (if you have not one),
if the pastor and the church are wil-
ling. In the young peoples' society
put a share of the burdens on the
younger members. Let the older ac-
tive members, in many oases, take a
postgraduate course for life in the
church meetiog and in all church
work.
3. For missions.—Celebrate Chris-
tian Endeavor Day, Feb. 2d, or some
day as near that date as possible, if
pastor and church approve, by a rally
In the intetest of our fellowship and
by a generous thanksefferi og to mis-
sions, through your own missionary
boards, in view of the wonderful
bl Beings of the year. The Coiled
Sosiety ask you to give nothing to it-
self to spread the Endeavor Society,
but does ask you to give to spread the
LETTERS TO CONVICTS
Work or the Chile+ feu Endeavor
may do much good. That the plan
of the Christian Endeavor in sending
a letter of erecting and cheer to 1,125
inmates of the penitentiary at Frank-
fort Was II wise one, and productive
of good results, is demonstrated by
the following letter received from
Chaplain Cooper:
"Nothing in the history of the pri-
son has niade such an impression for
good among the men as tee beautiful
ly written letters received from the
Christian Endeavors. The plan has
oeen a twoceits and will bring forth
good fruit May God bless the dear
' Ines who so kindly and at muoti labor
thought of us on Christmas Deg."—
Louisville Tones
Or. Price's Cream Baking Powder
Werers Pam Iimbeet Medal and DeMeme
W, C.I U. EPARTMENE
(The space under this head Is fur-
nished to the members of the W. ('.
T. U., and matter appearing herein is
edited by them).
Tbe W. (' T U meets every Thurs.
day afternoon at 8 o'clock.
The L T. L meets every Sunday
afternoon at 2 o'clock.
•••
Little drops of whisky,
Little grains of °pion,
Makes the mighty army
That yearly goes to ruin.
—Eva May Tucker.
•.•
A young fellow who is rising above
the level to which intoxicants early
brought him, and seems likely to join
the ranks of useful men ere long,
makes • good point in a recent letter
to a friend: I am getting strength,
and trying to get where, in a year or
two, they will not look on me as a
person who is not likely to stay so-
ber, but rather one whom they can
have confidence in. A drunkard has
uphill work of it in business. The
fact Is, no business wants bins unless
it is the saloon, and the saloon-keoper
can make so many to order that I
guess he is not particular In catering
to a confirmed toper; there is not so
much profit in that kind of a man as
In a young fellow luta start.ng."
•.•
Our local Union has taken up four
departments of work The following
is a report of the Flower Mission,
read at the last State Convention:
"The fl livers are brought to the
Union on Phureday and are arranged
into bcquele and sent to the sick and
aftl'eted. Nix ety-three boqueta, sev-
enteen funeral designs, ribbons and
scripture cards attached; 5 884 pages
of literaiure distributed; twenty
meals given to the poor; one family
supplied with meals for ten days,
another family given provisions and
clothing; committee sent to the jail,
wore-house and alms-house where
services were held. A comenittee
was pent to FAtlyvIlle June 17th with
two baskets of flowers and 500 pages
of literature. More interest ruanifee-
ted this year than last and the l•flion
realizes that good is being accom-
plished. Expended $837. The lunch
room aids largely in our work.
Friends will please remember we are
located on Ninth street, near the poet
officio. The reading room was lighted
by electricity. All of the town pa-
pers are kindly placed there, and one
monthly magazine given by :a friend
IN OLDEN TIRES
People overlooked the importance of
per mauent ly beneficial effects and
were satisfied with transient action;
but now that It is generally known
that Svrur of Figs will permanently
cure neoltual constipation, well-in-
formed people will not buy other lex-
&fleet', which act for a time, but fin.
ally Juju eye tem.
livecial 10th. Pew nee
Lexington, Ky , 2I.—The wom-
en of Lexingion are going to edit the
Press Transcript Monday, Feburary
22 , to celebrate Washington's birth-
day The ladies met in Merrick
[oldie Building to day, and appoint-
ed Mrs. W. 18. Fulton. Mrs. T
H Clay and Miss Halite
Herndou editors - in - Wel
Mrs. John Morgan will take charge
of the department of men. Mrs. B.
L Coleman, Mrs Hiram Shaw, Mrs
D. Long, tied Mrs. Sooville were ap-
pointed business managers. Mes-
lames Haleey, Sam U Boyle, Sam J.
Roberts andJahn R Allen will be
the city editors. Mrs. J. H. Beau-
champ will preside over the NV. C T.
U. department, while Mrs. Harry T.
Groom will be one of the political
editort. The proceeds from this en
terprise will be devoted to marking
ihe historic spots in Kentucky.
Or. Price's Oman Baking Powdee
Werke. Pair Iligessat Awes
Going Down.
The statement of the earnitigs of
L & N for the second week in Jan-
uary allows 'he gross earnings to have
been $342,035, which was a decrease
of 43,515 as compared with corree-
ponding week in 1893 For the first
two weeks in January the receitop
were $688,405, aidecrease of $43,490, as
compered with corresponding two
weeks in 1594, and a decrease of $156,-
64.5 as c',mpared with 1693. From
July 1, 1891, to January 14, 1895, the
gross earnings were $10882634, which
eas an increase of $389,727 as com-
pared with corresponding period
twelve months previous, but a de-
crease of $1,647,432 as compared with
corresponding period twenty-four
mouths previous.
411.
Dr. Price's Cream Bikini Powder
Most Perfect Magee-
-
In Mourning.
The M• adisonville Hustler of last
Friday said: "Madittonville is tinu
week in mourning. Death has made
his inroads among our people and has
robbed us The death of the good and
lamented John Adam., the taking
away in the prime of young woman-
hood of Mine Blanche Young and the
horrible acoldeut that took the life of
that exciellent young man, Guy 1.st-
foon ; any en• of these deaths alone
is sad, but the three coming one so
close upon the other, makes it ex-
ceedingly sad."
Bseklen's Arnica naive.
The Beet Salve in the world tot
Cuts, Bruises. Sores, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Fever Sores, Totter, Chap-
ped Hands, Chilblains, Corns and
all Skin Eruptions, and positively
cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfao-
pion or money refunded. Price 25
tents per box. For Sale by R C.
Hardwick, HopkInsvIlle Ky.
6001) NEWS.
r,
Cotton Mills Moving to the
Southern States.
Iron-Producing Industry Con
tinnes to be Active.
Impertaat New ladastries—Luneleer
Business Improving—Other
News From the South.
Speelal to the New ear
Chattanooga, Jan. 21 —The Trade.
man's reports from all over t'oo, 'outh
for the week ending Jan 19, iodinate
that the decided increase in the num-
ber of cotton mills owned by North•
ern capitalism Is toyoontleue. The
Boott Company, ot Mass.,
have applied for a change in their
charter to enable them to minutiae-
tare In lb* South, and the Masesehu.
setts Mills, also of Lowell, hey. prac-
tically decided to I mate their large
mills at Athens, Ga.
Cotton mill., etch with 4100,000
capital, have been organized eluting
the week at Birnolughaw, Ala., and
Wilmington, N. C ; one with 460,000
capital is to build at Irene, S. C., and
the Raleigh, N. C. mills are to enlarge
at a cost of $50,000.
ISON-PRODUCINO INDUSTRY.
The Iron
-producing industry con-
tinues to be active. The Tradesman
is informed by tie owuers that the
Lownzoon Iron Company will pat its
furnace at Covingteti, Va., into blast
within a few days, and the three Cole
furnaces at Sat frigid, Ala., are to go
WM blast early in February, having
been leased by a Philadelphia syndi-
cate.
Southern coal miners are now
mining and selling more coal than
ever before and the market can
hardly be kept supplied, owing to the
demands of the furnace,. Several
new coal washers have been recently
put in operation, and the quality of
the coke has been greatly improved.
IMPORTANT NEW INDUSTRIES.
Among important new industries
es reported to the Tradesmen, are a
$100,000 lumber manufacturing corn
puny at Asheville, N. C., and a $25,-
000 foundry at Dallas., Tex.
The lumber Luelnees is .nap•oving.
Louisiana cypress is io good demand
at advancing prices, poplar is scarce
and stocks are light. Oftioial atm es
of the poplar association show that
for 1894 the poplar cut was 55 per
(sent. of that of a normal year, the
shipments 90 per cent, and the stock
on hand 40 per cent.
To make big LOODeV selling our
Electric Telephone. Best seller OD
earth. Sent all complete ready to set
up; lines of any distance. A practi-
cal Electric Telepbone. Our agents
making $5 to $10 a day easy. Every-
body buys; big money without work.
Prices low. Any one can make 174
per month. Address W. 1'. Harrison
Co., Clerk No. 11, Columbus, Oh .
THE ST. LOUIS
REPUBLIC
FREE.
Special Offer to Readers
of This,Paper.
A °rest Metropolitan Paper
Is Indispensable
Now.
The "Twice-a-week" St. Louis Re-
public will be mint free for one year
to any person sending, before Jan-
uary 31, 1895, a club of three new
yearly subscriber., with 43 to pay for
the same.
Already the clans are gathering for
the fray In 1896, and 1895 will he full
of interesting events. The skirmish
lines will be thrown out, the maneu-
vering done and the plans arranged
fer the great contest in '96.
The remaining short session of ,the
Democratic Congrees, to be followed
shortly hy a Republican Congress
with a Democrat in the Presidential
chair will be productive events of
incalculable intetert
In fact, more political history will
be constructed during 11595 than in
any year since the foundation of the
Government, and a man without a
newspaper will be like a useless lump
in the movements of public opinion
You can get three new subscribers
for The Republic by a few minutes'
effort. Remember that the Republic
eubecribers get a paper twice a week
for the price of a weekly—only $1 00
• year. Try it at once, and see how
easily it can be done. If you wish a
package of sample copies, write for
them. Cut out this advertisement
and send with your order. Address
THE ST. LOUIS REPULIC
St. amuie, Me.
A Concert.
There will be a concert at litthel
Female College on the 5 h of Febru
ary. The program will be rendered
by Mr. Edward It Perry the blind
pianist, whose reputation is interns-
tional. He is one of the most gr, ce-
ful and finished pianist', now before
the pubic. His interpretations of
difficult pieces of music are charac
tensed by that simplicity which can
only be attained by one who is a
master in the realm of music.
At Gracey.
A. C. Ketiebee & Co.,of Gracey,
have now,added an undertaking de-
partment to their establishment ;
they have already purchased a very
line and handsome hearse. There IP
money in the business, although it is
a dead business Mr. McGehee
has sold his share in the livery stable
at that place to Mr. B. J. Wall.
Not Consumptive.
Levy Tricker, of Todd county, is at
the head of a family whose aggregate
weight is 994 pounds. Mr. Tucker
weighs 268 pounds, his wife 258
pounds and his two daughters 234 and
236 pounds respectively.
Heavy.
Mr. Milton Hatted says that the
loss that he sustained by the borning
of his house, out in the Fairview
neighborhooa, amounts to fully $1,100.
Thera was only about $300 insurance
on the building and contents.
A Suit.
It Is understood that the State will
take an appeal in the case of the
Mason-Foard Company relative tothe
lease of the Eddyville branch peni-
tentiary. It is probable, also, that
lilt I  will take a crom appeal.
MAIDENHAIR.
'Yid the foreet's cool retreat.
Sheltered from the xurt's fierce host,
Whore the brightest moss's grow,
Where the wo.viland Sowers
Robed in green you'll find her there
bleeder, tender maidenhair.
Eidhag in eons. shady nook,
Close beside the babbling brook,
Nestling by the stately tree.
Sweying lightly in the brew"
Coyly peeping, tail and fair. 7%
Slender, tender maidenhair. - 
She, the loveliest sell be.;
Of the (ores'''. loveliness.
In her snowy home. I wren.
All She flowers call ha r queen.
Touch her geutly, pluck with care
Slander. tender maidenhair.
-H011144
•
',bratty of Explosive Waves.
DrIrthelot made a large nienlier of
experiments to determine the veloe
ity of the explosive waves in the
ease of different explosivee. Long,
narrow tubes made of lead tin or
britannia mete] were need and the
rate of propagation of dieturhance
through the tube measured. He
found this to depend on-1,1) the di-
ameter of the tube, (2) the density
of the explosive, (3) the re,ititanee
of the material of the tube. The ex •
plosive wave from oompetseed gun
cotton had a mean velocity of 6,200
meter* per *world in load tub** and
of 6,000 meters per Permit' in tilt
tubes.
Liquid nitroglycerin gave reetilts
varying from 1, (Y78 to 1,3018 meters
per second, while dynamite had a
mean rate of 2,543 meters per nee-
ond. . It was found a matter of great
difficulty to detonate the nitroglye•
erin in such narrow tulxe. A curl
one feature was that whothor
tubes were curved or straight the re-
sults obtained were substantially the
same.—Knowledge.
—
Broke Up the
When the dance Was nicely nnoler
way, a mild "kerchew" was heard
frern the center of the room.
"I am afraid you are taking cold,
dear. I will shut"—
" Ali-ker-choo, ah-ker-choo!" came
in high soprano tones.
—"I will shut the win"—
"Ker-choo! Oh, I never—chew,
kerchoo!" was the only answer, and
with tears streaming from her eyes
she started to say it wasn't cold that
made her sneeze, when her male es-
cort startled her with a loud bass:
"Ker-eheeuw, ker-choo! I, ah.
oh"—
This was very quickly followed by
three "kercheeouws" in a higher
key. Then there burst forth a storm
of kereheow chorus from all over
the room. Some one had scattered
cayenne pepper on the floor, and as
the dancers whirled it made them
sneeze. This quickly broke up the
dance, the dancers fleeing from the
hall—Hartford Courant.
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hUSTY OLD LIES.'
SOM. nett Are Well Known and Vet Seem
to Be Inapertstsable.
There is that well fixed old legend
about the injuriuus property of
night air. What a lot cif people are
dying of oonsumption because they
will not let air into the house after
dark! It i night air, you know, and
that is—well, It is night air, and
somebody told your grandfather's
second cousin's wife s sister-In-law
that night air was unwholesome. So
they shut all the windows and
breathe all the breaths of an entire
family and the exhalations of
closets and the gas of furnaces and
stoves all night, and get up with a
headache, .but with congratulations
that none of that dreadful air from
the Mlle, and the woods, and the
fields has got into the house. Ask
them how the cattle that are out all
night breathing night air keep su
healthy. Ask them what makes sol-
diers and sailors and prospectors
and hunters so big chested and
hearty, living, as they do, in the
air all night as well as in the day-
time. But you can't break up an old
lie with a regiment of troop* or a
herd of cattle. Why, there used to
be a lie, and it was even in the
magazines, to the effect that the
moon made people crazy, and that if
you slept out in the moonlight you
would wake up in the morning a
roaring lunatic. The man who called
a orazy person a lunatic, borrowing
the innoeent moon to coin a word
from, was perhaps responsible for
that. He; never thought to look at
the effect Of moonlit slumber on an
army or aiwatehman.
Every now and then wo read re-
ports of a shower of frogs or toads
or snakes or lizards or young alliga-
tors. But these showers never OMIT
near where anybody lives.
The wheat grown from seeds pre-
served for 3,000 years and mire in
mummy eases covers square miles
of—imagination—and the frees that
have been: imprisoned in granite or
coal, deep down in the hearts of
mountairth, for billions and billions
of years—at couple of billion before
frogs were created—would be mar-
shaled into a respectable army.
When he got into the granite, the
granite was persumably white hot,
but the frog got himself crystallized
in, just the same, and when the
chunk is blasted he hops and starts
for the nearest pond as brisk as if he
had only been locked up overnight.,
Once iu awhile he gets into the
stomach of a citizen, this frog does.
and sometimes his place in that
strenghold is taken by a snako.
which, resisting gastric acid and
heedless Of the lack of air, plays
around for months, now and then
coming up into the throat of hi-o
host to suggest that it is dinner time
Ordinarily a snake eats only live
fixxl, but perhaps lecaccustonei him-
self to oysters if his keeper will con-
siderately,eat them.
The rustic occasionally looks at a
cloudy sky pierced by rays of the
sun that spread into a visible fan of
light and 'says: "It's goin to rain.
The sun'adrawin water." And he
really thinks it is water going up in-
stead of light (selling down. If it
rains, it i levanse the climile are
there, andlit is Oa out time to rain,
not twee* the seri is working as
hard as metal for the evaporation of
water on Om surface of the earth.
One miailit fill soneecolninns about
the divining rod that ran lind gold
and silver and hasn't brought any
if the eeentheth millions of the late
unlamented Kidd to light, and aleout
honor among thieves, and about the
evils that befall poesiessors of the
opal, and shout the, Mapleton and
some other ghosts, and about raising
umbrellas on the stage, and about 13
people at the table, and a whole lot of
other things, but it wouldn't do any
good.—Br000klyn Eagle.
-
Business Failures.
For the *even days ending at the
close of business last Friday there
were 373 Wino,e in the United States
as against 407 for the corresponding
period of last year.
May Be railed.
The Madisonville Hustler says that
it is likely that Rev J. M. Proliipe
the well-known Pembroke preacher,
will be called to the paetorate of the
Baptist char& at Madisonville.
HO
The Dead Body of a
Near Man Found
Crofton.
Thought by Many to be the
Body of Sam' liondeau,
but it is not Likely
to Prove True.
Benday mornieg about three
aides this side of Cioftou the deed
body of a matt will had been killed
by a train was found lying by the
side of the railroad track The police
Judge of, Crofton was ti011eed lot the
fact, and he at mime went out sod
tield au inquest. Tim maulwas found
on his bask, and on his left side
and beck were bruises Indicating that
he must have been walking along the
track when the engine struck him.
It is evident that It was the beam of
the pilot or "oowoatcher," as It is
generally called, bed struck him.
Ih• curouer fuuud R sack of shoe-
maker'. tools near the dead man, i12-•
dicatiug that that was his trade, and
,n the pocket of the clothes was
round $1 10, but there was no paper
about the body by which it could be
identified. The body was taken to
Crofton and some one said that it was
Sam Routh al, a man who, with Ole
aged motber lived bac'. of Dr. (luau's
offive in thie city. Tee body was
brought to this city, and hae beeu
viewed by numbers of our citizne,
tome of whom declare that it is Ron.
lean, while others are tually as
positive that it is not. These people
have had an equal opportunity of
knowing, as they have all Ewen Ron-
deau many times a day for a song
while. Tee opinioneee regard to the
identity cf the body are numerous,
out it is more than likely that this is
sol Itondeau. 1: is said to have
oeen a shoemaker from Clarksville,
and this is Inure likely to be true, as
sack of shoemaker's toois were
found by his side. 'liter' another rea-
son we have for believing that it is
not Rondestu is bated on what our
correspondent from Crofton wrete us
Monday ii regard to the cur.
Our correspondent says that three
weeke ego this man who was killed
yesterday passed through Crofton
going to Eerliugton or Madisonville
in search of work, and that last Sat-
urday evening he; passed back
through Crofton, and stopped at
the ealocus lit that pisce
and g/t eruuk before* he
left the town, and that when last
teen, he was about two mile.) So ut L
of Croftoo,end,was slowly etaggering
aloug the railroad track.
Casky.
:Ily Telephone.]
Dr. W. E. Ma-seley went' to Hop-
kineville week.
Miss Lela Hargraves. who hat been
visiting here, leaves this evening for
her home at Naehville, much to the
regret of her many Weeds here.
Mrs. P. T. Anderson is visiting her
father, Dr. Bartlett, at Kirkman,-
ville. The doctor is very ill and
there are little proepects of Ms re-
covery.
Mr. J. Herr-le, 44 Oakland, Cal.,
has purch teed a half interest in the
store of Mr. J. E. Jackson at this
place.
Mr. E J. Hancock is thinking of
of opening up a ,d rug store at this
place.
Miss Jennie WItlfree, who has been
quite eick, has recovered—much to
the joy of her many friends in this
neighborhood.
Mr. J. F. G troett weut to Hopkins-
ville :hit
Mrs. A. A. Winfree has returned
from a visit to
Miss Florence Itvert, has returned
from a visit to friend up at Trenton.
'tie. W. H. Pringle, of krentral
City, will preach at the Baptist
church here for the remainder of the
year..
An Aged Citizen Dead.
Mr. 5 im Feland, the aged father of
Mr. John Feleed and Dr. reland,
died about day-!oak Monday on
h farm of Mr. John W. Crabtree, in
:Le neighborhood of Dagwood Chap-
-1, about e:ght mile!' North of this
oily. Ilia death retuited from a con•
geetive chill from which he was 01
only a ehort time. Mr. Fehind was
81 years of age last Saturday. A tel-
egtam was sent to Mr. John Felaud,
at Owensboro, aid au i answer was
received saying that he would be no-
tified if he could ho reached.
To Be Married. -
Cards have been issued by Mrs.
Mamie Bailey re questing the tires'
-.net- of frierid,, at the marriage of her
laughter, Miss Annette 13:elle, to Mr.
J. It. Kinabrough, which event occuie
Wednesday, Jae. 3 at 2:30 o'clock
at the Chris,isu church, Easton, Ky.
Sam Jones.
}Ad' s are brieg made by several
parties to get item Jaded to hold
meeting in this city seine time in the
•pring. Mr Henry Weber& has re-
ceived a letter from Mr. Jones
which he said that he would be in
Hopkintaville about the 24.h of March,
but did not say anything about bold'
ing &meeting
A change.
We understand that Mr. Jame)
Rogers 11%0 pur.Otased the interest of
his partner Mr. Vail, in tee Republi-
can Banner, of this city. We did not
learn positively, however, whether or
not this is true, but we know that a
deal has been on for several days.
.A(11 ii itted
James E. 1;reett, of Provideoee,
who confessed to laying killed I. r em
IfilMe at that place last week, eget his
examining trial Still was acqoitted on
the phx of self-defense. There were
no witnesses to the killing.
Mrs John Glaeking, of Wilioone-
town, has brought suit for $15,0it3
against James 011s,a, who murder-
ed her hueband plaque time ago. t
O'llare'e exeintuing trial he was re-
leased on $5,0o0 'mud by J a -!get Crane.
It Is said that this act on the part of
Judge Crate contributed to his de-
feat at the Novein'oer election.
A trent!. claims to here discovered
gold in rallied county. P:obably
was in a
- 7
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THE PEOPLE SHOULD ELECI U. S.
SkNATORS.
Senator David B. Hill, of New Yoe k,
thinks that Congress should paes the
proposed ameudment to the Const it u
lion for the election of United States
Senators by the people. He is right
about this minter, for it is a much
needed reform, the importance of
which can not be overestimated.
aTb• House of Representatives,
which is always' more in touch with
the sentiment sad wishes of the
flosses:s of the people, has already
passed loint resolutions proposing an
amendment to the Constitution pro-
•tding for the election of United
States Senators by the direct vote of
the people, and the riseolutions are
now awaiting the action of the Senate
If that slow and ponderous body
should oonclude to concur with the
House of Representivea and pies the
resolutions there is ne doubt that the
amendment would be ratified by the
required number of States. It lea
popular movement, and accords with
Democratic ideas and sentiments. It
would vastly improve the Senate and
bring that body far more in accord
with public sentiment upon impor-
tant measures. Senators woos. elec-
tion is removed from the p-eple, and
Is for long terms, become exceedingly
isdifferent to the desires of the
people.
Then, too, Legislatures are so fre-
quently controlled by corrupt it tin-
encee which can not well reach a
whole State, and many disgraceful
and scandalous things would be obvl•
sted and far better men elected to the
Senate. There is a pretty general
desire throughout the country for
change in the manner of selection,
which is bound to take place within
a few years. An indication of public
sentiasent upon this question is fund
In the feet that in tbe Democratic
platforms of the States of California,
Florida, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa,
Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, Nevada, Oregon, South
Carolina, South Dakota, Washington
and Wyoming this amendment is
cordially approved. Matey Republi-
can State platforms also advocate the
same change. Many of the leading
newspapers throughout the country
advocate the amendment, and sooner
or later it Is bound to be adopted.
The election of United Statee Sena-
tors by the people would very greatly
relieve partisan Legislatures from the
temptation of "gerrymandering"
Legislative districts, and members
weld be chosen according to their
merits and not because of their atti-
tude toward certain Senatorial can•
dictates. The Stephen Elkins, J.,tin
M. Thurton and N. (4. Sewell kind of
corporation tools could not then buy
United Senstorships from Lei/Wetly*
caucuses.
THE NEW UNITED STiFES SENATE
The United States Senate as it
stands consists of forty-four Demo-
crats, thirty-six Republicans and die
Populista with three vacancies. Of
thirty-two outgoing Senators fifteen
are Democrats and seventeen R.-pub-
licans. Their places and the three
vacancies will be filled, when all the
elections have been held, by ten
Dsmecrate, twenty-four Republicans
and one Populist, so that the next
United Sates Senate will stand
thlrty•olue Democrat., forty-three
Republicans and six Populists.
gleothms are still to be decided In
Delaware tm: a I:deem:sot te Weems,
lit Idaho tor a eueneeenr in Sheath lb
KOMI ffit a 111111441111Pit In Miff% iti
MINIMS,a fat a reesisisto let Wash.
hint HI Ifi WI:Willa* la fill a
steeifilfil
Ornepalog Ilm miasma:le asenfed
regalia al MIMI lialillillitleal le
Seiler, where eleellane hive aca yet
been held, the following Lulled
States Idenetore will re-appear in
Weir seats:
Morgan Dim ), of Alsbsais; lisrry
(Dem ), of Arkansas; Wolcott (Rep),
of Colorado; Lindsay (Dem.),of Ken-
tucky; Cullom (Rep.), of Illinois;
Caffery (Dean), of Louisiana; Frye
(Rep.), of Maine; Hoar (Rip), of
Massachusetts; McMillan (Rep), rif
Michigan; C‘andler (Rep), of New
Hampshire ;Dolph (Rep ), of Oregon;
Pettigrew (R p.), of South Dakota,
and Harris (Dem.), of Tenn .
The new men will be Bacon ', [)em „
of Georgia, who succeeds Welsh
(Demi); Gear (Rep), of Iowa who
succeeds Wilson (Rep.); Burrows
(Rep.), of Michigan, who eucceedn
Patton (Rep.); Walthal Dem.), of
Mississippi, who succeeds MeLsurin
(Dew • ; Mantle Rep ,,of Montana,
who succeeds Power (Rqo ), and car-
ter Rep.), elected to till the vacancy;
Thurston (Rep), of Nebraska, who
encioseds Manderson (Rep); Sowell
(Rep ), of Nee Jersey, who succeeds
MePherson (Dew ) ; Butler (Pop ,, of
North Carolina, who succeeds Ran-
som (Dent ), and Pritchard (B-p ),
who succeeds Jarvis (Dem.); Wet-
more (Rep), of Rhode Island, who
succeeds Dixon (Rip); Tillman
(Dem.), of South Carolina, who suc-
ceeds Butler (NM.); Chilton (Dem.).
of Texas, who smeared" Coke (Dem ) ;
Martin Dew ), of Virginia, who silo-
(seeds Huston (Dim); Elkins (febte ),
of West Virginia, who succeeds Cam-
den (Dew); Warren (Rep), of Wyo-
ming, who succeeds Carey (Rep.),
and Clark (Rep.), of Wyoming to
fill the vacancy.
Of the seventeen new Senators five
are Democrats, eleven are It-publi-
cans and one is a Populist.
The Populist Senator., who will
hold the balance of power in the or-
ganisation of the 1.; nited States
Senate and in the decision of party
legislation, are Pfeffer, of Kansas;
Allen, of Nebraska; Jones of Ne-
vada; Stewart, of Nevada; Butler, of
North Carolina, and Kyle, of Mouth
The Republicans will re-
quire lb. Id of two Populists to re-
(triable* tbe Uolted States Senate,
aid NI the spoils are valuable Aug de.
ellebie and the greedy willing's,
hurl ry Ilie "own ripe will ont
I oohs Om "oeutiosslues" asses.
i to hop Wm.
Witte r VISSIllti IN111111A511A,
Tu., reports from ilouthern Ne-
braska leave no room for doubt tba
a gr•ai deal of suffering exists there.
Many thusands of induattious peo-
ple are reduced to abject poverty by
in. utter failure of their crops, and
trio leek of employment to make a
living. Th• appalling destitution is
pherral and there are no mous of lo-
cal relief, the country beloe. new and
the settlers all alike dependent upon
the products of their farms. It is ut-
terly Irupneible out there to borrow
money on real estate, or to Wein
food or clothing on credit, under Such
circumatancee, and so there Ian°
CO.Ifse lift except an appeal to chari-
ty. Maoy very sad and pathetic &c-
ommis are published of the eXper
iences of individuals and whole fam-
ilies in averting starvation, such as'
eking out a bare subsistence *Upon
who berbe and the refuse of been-
yards. The more fortunate localities
of the State are doing the best they
can to alleviate the @utter lugs of these
unfortunate people, but there are
thousands on the verge of starvation
who are likely to die within the near
fnture if they do not receive belt)
from other States. Several of the
Scutbern States have been kind
enough to send a few car loads of pro-
visions to the famine-stricken dile
trict, which, while gladly at d grate-
fully received, I. nteren. a tempurery
relief. The thrivieg at II prosperous
people of the Hate or K Lowery
should emulate the good ex-tullee of
the States in the South that rent
timely ssenplies to their uafortunate
brethren of the North-west. A nran-
ber of Carloads of corn, if nothing
e se, conk' be forwarded at bet ,ii414
expense, as moat of the raiirtrole ot-
kr to transport supplies for these
starving people free of charge. Let
the people of this State limner° their
reputation for liberality and gener-
osity ad send something to these
suffering people.
THE INCOXE TAX.
The attempt to prevent the passage
of the bill approprieting a sufiicent
sum of money to put into effect the
income tax law is very reprehensible
There le no question but what there
is a general popular demand through
out the United States ''tot only by
thoughtful economists who study the
principles of government expenses,
but by the laboring mageee of this
country,) for an income tax. In ev
cry meeting of labor organizations
'hat have been held in this country
in the last twenty years these labor-
ing people showed that they belleyed
in income tax to be just and right,
and that it is a hardship on them not
to require wealth to bear its propor-
tion of governmental expenses. Ev-
ery meeting of the granges and far-
mers' alliances have demanded the
income tax law, and the money class
of these United States are not exhile-
Mg any patriotism in urging Congress
to refuse to provide the means of
putting into effect the just and equ t-
able iticorue tax law. It is well
known that a system of indirect tax-
ation burdens and impoverishes the
great consuming class of this cottatry
to the benefit of a class that have al-
ready secured a great butt of the
wealth of our le )vernment. This
immense accumulation of wealth
should not be allowed to go untaxed
any longer and raise almoet the en-
tire national revenue from the poor.
The income tax is just, but a system
of national taxes which rests the
whole burden of taxation on con-
sumption and not one cent on income
.s exceedingly unjust. It will not do
to say that each person consumes In
proportion to his means. This is uot
true. Every one must see that the
consumption of the rich dose not
bear the same relation to tb• con-
sumption of the poor, as the Income
of the rich does to the wages of the
poor. Puttleg a reasonable incense
upoo the marry billions of property
owned by &comparatively small cla,e
of plutocrats, and then put a reason-
able income tax upon that income, a
large amount of reveuse would be
raised to this government from a
body of people will wou d not feel
the weight, and a great load and bur-
den would be lifted from the she'll-
dere of millions of laboring people of
thole United States.
IMPEICHIENT OF CIVIL OFFICRI
The impeachment of Federal Judge
A. J. Ricks, of Ohio which is threat-
ened, on tbe charge of malfeasance
in office, will, if it occurs, be the tint
instance of thereon in • good many
years. Proceedings of this kind are
entrusted by the Constitution of these
Vatted States to Congress. Section
2 of article 1 of the Censtituilau pro
vides that the House of Repreeeuta
eves shall have the sole power VI bit
peachtnent; section 3 of the same ar-
ticle gives the United States Senate
the sole power to try impeachments,
while section 4 of sniclt. d saes that
the persona liable in ttapeoetuots
ate "the President, Vial Preattioni
Cid ail His thsilfrolipti
04040 154 atoll Ws holli iHmi the
linneatiltahlsHflsi,.ss WM Initial*,
14114114Y. Rf411411, kit4 efl14400 115i1
Ottedelltellefire." irns Unger 40 “atter
tessulettires in lbw oasis sots h. 160
grand jury and the United States
Senate as a trial jury. A majority of
the &wee of Representatives nil suffi-
cient for indictineut or impeachment
but the cencurrence of two-thirds of
the members present in the Seua.e
are required for conviction. If the
Prosideut of these United , States
should ever be on trial the Chief Jar
lice of the Supreme Court you'd pre
side Over the Hearne, but in the rrtli..r
mare the V ce-President retries his
usual place as presiding di •er.
GOOD ADVICE.
In a recent issue the St. Louis Re-
pubilic gives the young men of the
day some advice which ii followed,
will surely put good clothes on their
backs, money in their pockets and
peace in their hearts. It cootains
some truths which are hound to be
recognized aseucti by all who have
dallied with the fickle goddess of for-
une, and points out a way to make
le9O *year of prosperity:
"Swear ft g stub' iug, young men of
the 'period. Tbe heads of busInees es•
tabilshments are closing the doors of
epporturaty to the gambler.. Obser-
vation tells them that the man who
plays cords for money or bets on the
tweed is dangerous. It is known that
the Infatuated hopefulness of the
itallibler is the most Powerful de-
stroyer o! commercial rectitude. The
victim always believer that luck will
come nest time. Though he may be
boneat in intention, he is perilously
near to dishonesty in fact. Your
gambler is almost invariably a per-
sistent borrower. He abuseefriend-
ship and wastes the energy which
belongs to hire employer. Poor little
gotudfather had a strength of
will hardly less than that of many
naturally promising young men who
have caught the betting disease. If
you eso conquer but one tialelt at a
time, swear ell to-day on ger/Ailing."
DESTITUTION IN NEBRASKA.
Unless the crop of 1895 Ina remark
ably bountiful one, a considerable
share of the oounties of western Ne-
braska Will be nearly depopulated by
neat fall. A. It le, two sUesesalea
crop failures has lint thousands et
Wallies In meareli of mete prentleitig
land and rsoillnird thousende rows to
the verge of star 'atom, its twelve fir
11 6,16.14 Of the With western intisutles
uttet destitution exist., and unless
generous supplies of food and fuel are
promptly sent and systematieally
distributed, the most 'poised of
deaths will be the fate of many.
['here are hundreds of housee where
the provision supplies do not exceed,
all told, a pound a head. Scurvy,
from Ineutliotent food and the leek of
Vegetables; has made its appeerapee,
.1 •.• '*-
-4 4orsofOZVAPeeeTaleeiggeepoonesexte.Aseedite-es
In some quail. re, and physiciatis p.
diet an epidemic .;I 'hi, dent/aria urinous
re food remedy is quickly supplied
In addition to several ears of real,-
ions mint front some et *he Seutheou
States to the Starving Nebraekaes,
"relief" train bee jest been sent frene
Georgia's laud of plenty to Nebraska's
barren 'ileitis where tread is distres-
singly scarce. 1: will carry the fl-st
Georgia corn and no at that Net vaik.
ever saw. 0 went heard the cry r I
distress and iuteeso eufferii g that
Fees from the fendur-nrieeets por-
lien of Nehraskto and is aneweritiv
it right nobly. Kentucky has di ne
nothing whatever for the unfortunate
people who ere upon the verge of
otervatioto although) she is a to no)'
oger producer of c on and meat
than Georgia Kentucke will lose
her reputation for liberality arid kit d
hearted sett. us if she contluu In
remain suelue anti utterly •r-
tit to the frightful eourielon of the
Nebraska sufferers. Step. •hould tie
take') at once to forward a relief train,
loaded with grain and tne neon tete
State.
THE INDUS.' RIAL 'ii LITIONs.
Very env inogitig r, pone e
from the treee Top )rfe m il (1, en
C unto; iii reigsrrl (0 tile
situation. Tr, Ton Ag- WO.* a,' in-
2reatte in pie tont producrieu le the
country as a who:e. Tue S L .uie
Age of Steel publishes letters from
two hundred leading mauuf mturers
of iron, steel, hardware, machinery
and railway rolling stock weich are
gene satisfactory. There is an in-
crease of from 20 to 30 per cent. in the
demand in many papers Bradstreetet
Agency reports rebut:options rf work
at a good many places. The Chatta-
nooga Tradesman says that the oon-
ditiou of business in the Seutheru
States is geed; that the demand for
coal is increasing and priced are firm
New cotton wills in the South are
going up and the output of the old
4nice is growing.
The bneinees outlook all over the
country is much brighter than it was
a month ago. The tew tompenelone
of work are far exert dett by the re-
satnptione. Not only are mans more
persons employed then were at work
a year ago, but the number of such
persons is much greater than it wee
in October, November or D 'cember.
Labor is earning more at tee. moment
titan it was at any other time since
the panic set in. This ie really the
important feature in the business sit-
uation. Wneu labor's ear alive are
nominal cousumptieu is active and
propaperity he general.
The condition of the masses is daily
growing better, which feet Is attested
to by the continued and unusual (for
this season of it:Le year) denten& that
are being made upon the retail mer •
chants, all of whom, from ail parts of
the country report that the trade
which has followed the holiday sea
SOD has eurpapped that of any like
sesenn ter a Lumber of years. Here
and there during the week in lie and
factories have been put in operation
after having been inactive foreesenue
ranging from a few weeks to three
and four years, giving employment to
thrive who leave been in enforced idle-
ness and who have, perlisps, suffered
for the absolute neeepsariee of life.
(tie generally expected that the gen-
eral rev.val wheel is sure to come
sooner or later, and which lezni al-
ready cast its ehedow before it, will
not be realized in its fullest extent be
fore the opening of spring, ut which
time it is believed that the tiouutry
wilt be er j ,yirg its old time preeper-
its ; hot the improvement during the
past few weeks has been so marked
and beneficial in its results that every
one has reason to be glad.
DESERVES SUCCESS.
The Southern Magcgliie, iit Lou s.
ville, which sutpended for a short
while, is again before tee public, hav-
ing been purchased by Mr. F C. Nun-
enotcher, of L uicv.hie, and the pub-
lication will be continued under tb.
same name by the new owner, wit.
will furnish the o•d subecritbere until
the expiration of their subscriptions
The present publisher has ample
rneane and fecilities for carrying no
• he work, and It no narl), of he
future. There is nitwit ituprovement
in the general appearance of the ne.g
▪ us, it ham adlstiuctively hosiery i
ogee. reticle. The opetting article le a
c pi ivaly oriel fleetly illustrated oue
Lotle 0 Deiby on "Coutenip -
tar) Luteli Painting," as illusteitted
at the Werld'e Fair. Time frontplietse
is an exeellent repooluotiow of lb.
pitting, "Autumn," by Aetou
Meure. Another notehle full•psge
iituetratieu is the "Raeliful Suisse."
Mips Jeanie ticett, ot L uisvifle, eon-
tributes en intereetluir short article
about the Chateau D'S ael, whinh is
nuetrated with a cepy of the IN ours
picture of that great French whiter
fhete are many v-ry readeble M-
elee in the J intotry number, and the
illuvratious are ern neon particu-
larly lhos its the Japsiiese story,
'Yoko." The Seutberu Diagesine
d ..erves pucee•s
A dietench trent Weelneetun *eye
the House C anoottee on L their
... ordered a fair tretee report Lw be
ii 'site till the bill proptoed by Mr
of PC nmme)lvaluia, atithoris-
rig the President to reppoiut a Com-
o:11,ton of Witten Inerubers, live rep.
1-.0•entatives of labor, five bus urea
ar n an.1 five fernier., to meet the
oreteetne oreeeuted o, Ish se,
"U:' ore and cipi al Af Sr their
p intent each divostou of fit
autionie-ii to choose two addit
Conimigslouers to act with
making the wholo number twu
grl-
sp-
a is
onal
eon,
ntv-
on •. Tne Commission is to exi t for
two years. I. is to furnish Congress
tuforrustion and suegest such !awe as
mey be wade a basis of uniform ac-
:n of the various States in order to
tia-mouiz con tlictiug itneres P, at d
to hit equitable to the lateritel the
employer, the producer end the (tot-i-
somer. tee Comutionen is to grant
hearings, receive petitions and Mak•
nitres. igations in any section of the
United States where it may see
The Chicago Tribune has kept ac-
count of the embezzlements and de-
falcations of 11,94, end ffids the eg-
gregete C:5,234,112. This is twenty-six
per cent. More than the total for
le93, and feurteen per cent In excess
of Iteni, which held the record up to
last bear. The number of erobe zee-
mews was 6.9. Forty-four f these
were for anuounte ranging btweeu
$5,J,000 cud $100,000, thirty-seven
ranged between $100,000 and 1510 e00,
four between 090,000 and $$1,000,0n0
The month with the eargeet receid
was August, which shows a total of
$4,690,000 New York led the States
w.th $9,147,379, and the eutailest re-
pert wee from Florida, where the
tinal was only $8,500. Nevada, Arise
ua Carolina and the Dieteiot of
Columbia present a clean record.
I. X Q Ogly, of Now Vete, io the
invetitor of a new line of rascal! y. A
e t
euether of years age Jame- Fink arc'
Jay GI uld set the pronIng presses at
work to create fresh issues of Fnie
Canal stock hut it has been let' for •
more Wall street hood broker to be
eeu• 4 to b3 uttered an over-is ue ef
murneips! bonds. It an inine of $20
OM was authors d,he simply ordered
$31,000 printed, and sold the xtra
110,000 to the trade and pocketed the
pr-ceods It i. said that by thin plan
he was able to fl nearly $500,000 of
worth:tees eeeurities.
The New York bneesu of
wliielk does legal service free f
gents', usable to hire lawyers
lisvitig just clues for suing or d
tact ice
in
end
fend-
tyg belie., examined last year, more
them live thousand cases for Indigent
persons. Of this toutuber three thou-
-end were deposed of out of court.
Of 'lie Cases token . into court jli but
ninety preyed to be just and eqaita-
ele.
Died In Louliville.
Mr. Alex Itlakem Ire, a brother to
NI j tr W. T. rkemore, and Who is
known all over the South, died Mon
tiny at I10013 In Louisville. Mr
B akemore was a cotton broker at
Men-whir for a number of years, and
.10 )4 high in the Olivine.. world.
At Work Doing Good.
Carrie A. King, the Missionary,
Advisen the thou of
Celery Compound.
The noble women who cheerfuly
'satellites health and etirngth to help
others eau be claimed by no sue state
or county.
They are sisters, whether their
work Is In London with Lady Sumer
Pt, in Now England with Mrs. Liver-
more or in Arkansas with Miss Cer-
tif. A. King.
To-day the best opportunity for
charity work is believed to be at
home. The trueeit mieslonsry work
Is accomplished In the familiar plac-
es among friends and associates.
One of the staunchest believers in
!him method of Missionary work IC
Miss Carrie A. Illort, the well-known
leader of eharlty work In Arkansas.
self.saerilieleg taboo of lisle nee
weasel' hem been predIgletir She has
flour a world eI loud, it le not at all
stratige that her Is.aIti Mud Otrefiglli
sev• We)' iv der 1110 straits,
pqr years she buffeted front lite meet
ilialferialtig Mitt of indleteetion she
'amain(' nervous and weak sod effliet•
ril with revere pshi. Urged on every
hand by ft lends weft were saanclated
with her in her work, she trleelPeiu'e
celery compound.
No other remedy could have done
what this did for her.
She tells of its marvelous effect In
a letter i
eialpi.stattelo - .
"I had been troubled for over two
years with some stomach trouble
welch was pronounced ind.gestion by
physicians. I was often troubled with
real colic pants near the left side of
the abdomen, and sometimes had
severe pains. As time went on I grew
arid the pains were more frequent.
There were very few . . in the
way of diet that did not hurt nye, and
I oftentimes went hungry rather than
eat all that I wished arid then suffer
pain. Besides nine my work was such
that it caused much mental strain
and brought on nervous nese.
"I used medicine almost constantly
the second year, but experienced
little relief. Finally Palne's celery
orimprnind was reeonumended, and
after raking severer dopes I felt help-
ed, anti alter naltil live bottles I had
ten more WON. with indieertien or
dolls, ciuti feel loott•r than I htiV0 Ins
three yiefill asti heartily rerseen•
twee'. pillory pomp Mr RIM.
ihseatt.,,,)n, constipation and her sous-se
The happy result in the case nu thle
.4verworked, nerve tired woman is
but one out of many thousands in the
etate of Arkansas alone, both men
end women, who have recovered
health and ',rigor by meaner of this
treriutype reerve fe ii peed regulator,
Pehit's celery compound.
. eenoee eet-e.ineee'
air. Walter Bell
Wonderful Good
at Small Expense
---
Rheumatism Perfectly Stared.
C. 1. Hood & Co.
"Gentlemen do not know how to express
Me gratitude that I feel towards Hood's gar-
mipartIta, whleh has cured rue at very smell melt.
I Have Not Slept
ea my left side for four years; suffering wttk
rheumatism e ith constant severe pains and hiv-
ing completely run dowe, but now all is changed
•nd I etimy good health. I experience sweet
tetreshing sleep, have a good appetite, and my
Memory is much Improved. In fact I ant sauna
tithed at the charge. I ,.an now perrona my
datlywork chit ease. I had almost
elven Up All Hopes
et ewe @cloying good health aralu, bnt by ilea
r
reuesoe posies of n friend I eas Induced to
Lke Hood's i.siyarillis phieti has saved Mr
Hood's' Cures
life. I am now In _perfect health, thanks le
HOOd'S." WAI.TrIt BELL, OftlVentrIn, Texas.
Attest: JOHN P ghltr II L, Galveston, Texas.
eatfacote pine art easily, yet promptly owltrey, on the liver sue tweets. Ns.
NEVER BEFORE.
Never before has trees bee4nown
such an epidemic of matrimony as
tbe one which set In the first of last
September, and Is still on. This epi-
demic is not col tined to any single
locality, but it has swept (rim M tine
to Celiferuis, and from the great
lakes ou the North to the Out( of
NU :ice on the South. In this State
it has raged 'alai great fury, and an
inspection of the marriage license
recerri to the Christian county
clerk's offiee shows tiest Colonel Cu
phi, the geutierotu dremsea so scanti-
ly, has not been idle in our midst. On
yesterday se et matter of curiocity, we
took the trouble to go to the clerk's
cfiles and inspect the records, and
from these we timid that since the 3rd
day of last December 167 couples
have been married in Christian coun-
ty, that is that 334 persons have be-
come tired of working In single har-
ness and have put on the double,
that they have divided their sorrows
and doubled their j tys—at least
ihat'is what they thought they were
doing, but bug ere trite, doubtless,
many of them have Ottani that their
joys were divided, or wiped out en-
tirely, and that sorrows were uot ono
dnultieei, but were MUltipiled AD IN
El Nil UM. 04 these 167 couples tiler
ned, 75 couples were se-nee persons,
acid 67 were ilegroes. '1 he record,
also ehuvi that wore of the marriages
occurred in Deo.euitter than in an
other mouth, in fact that there were
Morelli December than there were
in :stir:ember aud October continued
Meet' abeut Cbristruse there were be
tween twenty and thirty couples
uterrieo iu about a week, probably to
less tone tveu than that. We were
surprised to dud that the difference
in uumberis between the whites aud
the blacks was so small as it win—
eight. Thee record of 167 ntarriagen
within so short a while is something
wouderfue It ehowit that leaving out
Sundays and legal holidays there
Was an &vertigo of a marriage a day
duriug the tnne named. Tins record
mikes the furniture dealers erulle
every Owe they think if it. It ad-
dition to title lie, warded iu the
oouuty,we cen.ou the spur of the mo•
ment,eall to mind more titan a dozen
citizens of this county who have in
the part few mouths married in other
eremites and other States.
In looking over these figures it
must be borne iu mind that these 167
coupes married were reeidents of the
county, and that Dune of them were
ei, long couples. They were bonne
marriages end the great hulk of these
prow* connuele to reside in this
,e,uuty, ler koville might probably
show a bigger list of marriages than
we can, btll two-thirds, if not More,
of hers would tie elopoig couples
from Keutucky.
Tnis epidemic does not at preseut
show any signs of abatement.
This rustriruoulal boom is not, as
We said ahoy'., ernillued in auk
'peeled lucent/. but Wrestle all liver
the laud, mune hut Pie-
tiattiia 410 hitt Ike sial•ittoni
-000fitios 141 ifielfhlooly ioaatishlk
601141, OW I Ofelli
it Sall the WWII Ow Ihr greet owls
of end after lire polo of 1111•11,114
faUt, after every nue ul whieh his-
tory treats In this (toiletry. Oes of
the large daily 'rapers of St. Louis
the record. of met city Searched
a week or ten daysags, and the ro-
pes-to went hack fifty year. in hi-
search, mud he (quad that there have
been more marriages In that city
within the six unmake Jaen p tat than
there have ever been In the same
length of time within the pis' MO,
years. Investigations of the records
et CiticItimett, and many other uf our
prinolpal cities eh ow lite same state
of ail tire to exist. Toes', statements
are not gu-ssea, hut they are borne
nu! hy records that anyone who
doubts can Investigate for himself
Another etranee thing about. prink.
!het leeorde 'of ye is 'het 'mined,-
lately after dons, that is for a year or
two following mein, the membership
of the churches of the land is grew by
iuorea-ed, bat that thie lucre/tele be' 
glueto drop ell as Minn its prosperite
returns.
These Owe are explained by men
who make a special study of them on
KNOWLEDGE
BrInne conifort end inipmvemeni and
tends to personal enjoyment when
right thy used. The many, who lire bet-
to r than others and enjoy life more, with
less expenditure, by more promptly
ailineting the world'. best products tu
the needs of physical being, will attest
the value to health of the pure lirmid
laxative principles embraced in the
remedy, Syrup of Figs.
Its exerdleuve is eine iii Its presenting
In the florin most arceptelde aiuslpleats-
set tri the teeing the ref willing and truly
beneficial preportles of a iserfeet les.
novo I eget otelly elesitielog the liegfern•
ill/silliest 414 ,111 headmen* Shea 'eters
atel 11011111111elli y 1141.lig sourtipatIon
h 
,
It as given nit era/aloe to Halton Wel
Met With the npiircivel of the ninlical
proll...lon, breathe it fuer on the Kid-
neys, Liver and 'trowels without weak-
ening them and it is nerfee t ly free froni
every objectionehle aubetauce.
Syrup of Fin, is for wile by all drug-
gists in 50 cent bottles, but it is man-
ufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, whose name is printed on every
package, also the name, ip of Figs,
and being well infornini, you will not
accept any substitute if ak:.:41,
he gt,,utiltA that during seasons of
pio-perity the loople are eugreireped
sete titivates+, only idbeer
to tts •k.- mere men.-y, and that they
do tiOt have tine* to turn their
it,. u_h 5 tit swot hoot.), hod religions
matters, but that when the pieuies
come, Lusiriers beeetnem dull unit
etaguato, and Iii the :t idle tuenuerits
the. think ul the two &aileron.
TLey bet owe u .hteppy, intolerable be-
cause they hive lost their money and
their bioduese is at a stands iii, the
future !011 e dal k seed gleiony, and
in their anguish, caused by their
losses, the) turn to the cli,Irtth fir
cotufort, and to nustrinicuy in ordur
that they in e) have sotto, one to di
vide their burdeus with them. Sta-
tistics also ehow (list a majority of
the persous a no j riu the ceurch at
foseh times, and under such circum-
stances ferget it, turn their backs up
on it at the first bagels of returitieg
liropperity.
Man Is. peculiar atilmt !
Death of Judge Murray.
[Owensboro Me menger
Judge Jobe Aden Murray died last
Monday morning at his home in C o-
verport, efter a hunt' illness of
Bright'a (Thiene.. Twig information
was conveyed In telegrera to Judge
El H. Drown last night The arr-
ontsueetnent, a lire hot tin' xpeeted,
will be received with sorrow by many
friends amid relatives t f 'he deceased
in tide section.
Judge Murray was 54 years of age
and was a native of Rreceen ridge
county. In his death the community
to which he lived hoes one of its bee
citizens and the bar one of its eblemt
lawyers. He was ih • presiding judge
of the criminal court embracing Da-
vies. ar d on( otherlecurn lee during
the existence of that court and ad-
ministered that off1 or with marked
Impartiality and ability. He rep-s
*rotted Breckenridge countytin the
leg:snature several terms. He pees-
eget d a noble and generous nature
and was beloved by all who knew
him.
Judge Murray beloeged to a family
distinguished In the annals of Ken
tucky and the country. He was a
half brother of ex Gov. Thomas T
Crittenden, of Missouri, now Consul-
General to Mexico. A brother,
Gen. XII H. Murray, now of
Ste Diego, Cal , was formely g-oreru
o- of Utah He had two other broth
Ire, Hon David R. Murray, of Cloy-
erport, and Mr. Logan Murray, ;vice-
president of the American National
bank of Louisville. Mrs J. D Brash-
ear and Mn'. Chap. z Wathen, of
this city, were his apices, amid Judge
El H. Brown and Mrs. Dr. E. H
Luckett, also of this city, were his
cousins. He leaves a wife and seve-
ral chitdreu.
TO YOUNGWIvEs
We Offers Remedy Which, Used as
Uirested. Insores Safety to Liie
of Mother and Child.
"MOTHERS' FRIEND"
Rote contInoment of Its Path. Ilbryor and
Rtek, as many testify.
"'My wife used cnly Peo bottles. Sbe
was easily and quickly relieved, is 114)11
doing splendidly -
J S lionTon, Harlow, N. C.
Pent by rtpreas or mall. on receipt or 11:ei
Sits per b,ttle. Sold by all Drugged.
TO 110THERS" m.oled free.
BRA DITILD RIGOrlarolt CO., Atlanta. ea.
Perfect Health.
Keep the system in perfect or-
der by the occasional use of
Tutt's Liver Pills. They reg-
ulate the bowels and produce
A Vigorous Body.
For sick headache, malaria, bil-
iousness, constipation and kin-
dred diseases, an absolute cure
TUTI"S Liver PILLS
• 
eneereellieroteleemeneee--- 
--e..e.eareeee-osegesnieseenenestienee:'
ON CRUTCHES  2 WEEKS TwenigStres
,,,„,„„a„,„nee,„„,, as ilect. llogi I von Tigenfillt 
Pain, Burning, end Itching T.
Ines. hot 5 Deers Sleep fri 3
Al Un.(1' pr One AJanagement !Days. Makes Coe Appece-
'Von of Unticura awl hr
5 31litutes is Asleep.
A IRenaarkable
ase.
About two years ago I vol confined to My
room with a breaking out ou my leg uhleb
physician promantorsi LOZOIlta. At. id Otter
weeks ago the sante .1!ream• broke 4.: aw.a.i. on
the KIIMC au.I iny hall 11,11
111C the rer;tilbri3., Ituati eine to tnb...d
daily, tha soling an the tune getting none. •
friend called to see Etif', and brought al reit
one ball tcaspow,i ul of rya P.A. :Ott ie.ln ig
we to try it, telling of hdaself, Lia.:11.vs
mother 'laving been cured by it. I would
not try It at first. although I Lad been on
crutches tor Over two Iserk,14:1.1 at Our lane I
.ceintsd bete-sea taenty -rive and thirty swi ur-
so ins sores, and h.ol alevt wi,ie than e
hours in thr,, Illttatta) inerning al "us
feet o'clock lbeenaLn• bernitw and int kiwi! ie.
camas° severe 1,11.At 1 detenn.ned to try ft T1-
,TRa. thinking that if it did gno.l. ft ricl•
uot nudes my leg much cone, for It am ro raw
as a piece ad beer anti ars reel as a beet, ao I
applied the CrT/CCRa, and In five minprieriarter
I laid down I was asleep. Neat (lay I mot end
got a box of CUTICOILA. pledge nay honest
word I would not take flee to-day for if f
could not _get another. I entraneneed using
CrTTCVIL4 Monday morning about four WeIneb,
and to-day iTerveLl_ ) my tag is nearl, well, not-
withstanding I had not welted a men without
my crutches In two weeks. Mi.- prat it inie to the
MA lib first compounded 6-r:cue* is line
found. Nay (kat Mow h;to.
T. T. rRAZIElt, South Boston, 'Va.
CUTICURA WORKS WONDERS
Font throw:heat the world. Price, Crvus RA,
kw., Soar, 2.-w itesol.rva .51. l'oeTf Dana
AND CELE. Cone., role Proprietors, Roston.
ar "flow to Cum Skin Dietralwe," matted free.
Fim, Fe, blackheads, red, rough, seappea,
skin eurod by errtirrara Boar.
- 
OLD FOLKS' PIUS.
Fall of comfort for all
and Weakness of the- Aged is
ea.teries Ant.-Italn over, the
first and only pain-kilPng plaster.
Very
Mrs. J. H. MacCrae, of Clarksville,
I. exceedingly and it is though'
she will not recover.
Dropped Dead
Mr. J .hn T Bollinger, one of the
oldest and wesIthieencitisens of May-
field, dropped deed on the streets of
that town Tuniday.
Bought a Farm.
Mr. John C. 11.avea, a popular end
imperous farmer of the Trentori
neighborhood, will sole tie a citiset
of Christian county. He has just pur•
chased of Messrs. 0 awl A. te B-owr
• flue farm situated between Ons cit3
and Fairview, and is now Luskin,:
'preparations to move to it in a I' oe
days. Christian county is always
glad to get such citizens as Mr. Jolly
C R-even—we wish we cou'd
about fifty thousand more PUlh
The NEW ERA We:Collies M.
Reeves to Curietian county.
They Eloped.
The Slarketrilles Chronicle of 'tiler
day says: "Wm. Fish and Mies Corr
L Thi mppon, of Chriseisn count..
were the latent couple to elope fron
parental oppo•itien and come
Olaikballe to plight their vows
fney reacted here this m ouine
arty. A licensee was secured sec
'hey were soon married and j iurnee •
lug hortiewsrd before the late riser it
earkeville bad finished breakfast
Friey were atternted by NI. sop.
Howell Cobb and 'belt Thrimee, c
Sli.see Belle Maven' and aim Monti
Vauteener, all of C. ciente)
aid a gleeful party it was."
State of Oeio, City it Toledo./
Lucite Cousity. "
Frank J Cheney make. oats thi
he is the senior partner of the firm et
ie. J. Cheuee & Co., deing business it
the city of Toledo, county and S at,
aforreaid, that said firm will m
the sum . Oue Hundred Delano fo
each and every WWI of catarrh ,
can not be cured by the use of Hall'.
Catarrh Cure.
FRANK. J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before uue shit eubseribeo
in my preeeeep, Ito§ 6 it day of CO-
cember, A. D. 18e6.
A. W GLE.kKON.
 SEAL Notary Public.
Leffers from Mothers
speak in
warm terms
of what
Scott's
Emulsion
has done
for their del-
icate, sickly
children.
It's use has
brought --•_____-Neweeteleep
thousands back to rosy health.
Soh Emulsion
lit Nil with Ilititsnitts••
1.liU: l Pfilpittylel
bow eke II, ell MO11101114 ilitlf
dile/ 0004 awl btroanit,bitils
once taiis it with rulibit,
Pr.,vervd avAt s flea.. a V. All dregsloM.
enimmemeesew 
i B.B.B
THE GREAf-FIEMEDY
• i OR ILI. BLOOD SOW ISIS DISE aSEil[
list.-,, Ora ...Ably I. -,.•I , .. m.
tarot pay... ens •bd t..... pr. pm
Ir', ...- 'T.... an.1 tr... ,. ',H
.. ,,,,
entre quietly rad rer tbatteat / •
SCROFULA.. ueetlee. ECZESA,
InfELISIATISM. P'SPLES. ERJPTIONII.
L
all manow of EtTINt• SPeltstd,ne an.:lit'NNntt.: s I-)> la,..i.f..y en,.... 0, rr. 4
loath...oar. ^ ',...d °lea-ea If dlr. ta ,ns are rot
1,,ted f • le.• II ptr bottle.1 1.04Llos for 0. Yoe
rule I.. drainer
SENT FliEE •‘.,111:7A14.'irnes.
kitsco Boo- It) . Manta. GI
.1),... Vieell Vk vk • • • •••ele
For sale by R C. liardwick.
Save
Paying
Doctors'
Bills
BOTANiC
I BLOOD BALM
PRJFESSMNAL CAM
Dr. Preston lhomas
Physician g surgeon.
lerOffice over Bank of lioplcuisville.
--At Otto All Nigel —
Hopkinevillik : : : : : : Hy.
ea '77 "`Z MRS Pure Lam
PILACT NTEC Ultra OF CHRIS
Howell &
TIAN AND AliJ COUNTIKB.
Prompt attention driven to the e^11.ction of I
Court lioure.
maims -0flice:-II PPLR BLOCK, °n peedle -1 u r
0.11. Astmagorr. J. II. • 1.141WeWOOT11.
ANDERSON& ALLENSWORTE1
—Attorneys At Law,—
HOPHINSVILLE, - KENTUCKY
Office in Hopper Block—tip Stairs.
Spacial attention given to collie
tlrin,
Manning Brown
D,
Priiailag linseed it, throws sf Ilia
Ewe, Kari .Nose and Throat.
Omni In ho! tie+ House,lisliirl Om*.ng, 
HOPKINSVI LLIC, KHNTlingy,
4
1. ie... is......... ...-.....
HUGH fAcKEE
Law.
--. maid I., the nollse•
et ;'• ;toe.. _ -Oyu civil Mauler
auk.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is teken Inter-
',ally and sets direely rot the tenet)
• iid mucous enquire cf the system
Send fer teatime/time. free
F J. CHENNY CO., Tolorio. 0.
arlield by Druggists, 75i. 11
Alexander W. Blakemore.
In Final:nig of the de.ln of Mr
Isiskemore, which occurred at Untie
vine on M mudsy, the Evening Poet,
if that city, has the fel owieg to say:
"la the death ef Mr. Blake mote
,oto boo None froni among me a Pins-
memory will be cherished With if-
Pellets mint tell •11 by ill *tie tier*
lb 45 Mete ho 11 111 Its lostel,lt
Held NH helm,: had Hit fillPoehei
04141;ltiflit tipl:411011•$41:164frit9ItfullilsifIsif41•1 1 1:01111,till
eletieese id digit willee, Meetly." setts
t$o,, feebly lit 
ir4tfti I. it'11::111 40 1ce1114l41 114:1 
tl
sill, i.udsr rigs 11
others line 'volume teeloPsille tilihu
all around him., wetly lien the most
agreeable of ciiiusiattiutie anti the
meet beloved of intrude. It, Web
courteoue by hebit and nature, his
want of rueaune-s made him sirulee,
his truth was 'emollient amid elevated
to a degree, his in 111,n (reek and
genial, hie way tender and wiuulue,
hie personality kludlitog and etoolg
log potrenutally fresh auul inspirtug
Flee impersonal ion of kindness, the
embed orient of good win, the erietuy
of sio mat, sud shyly. the frieud if
the p d of a sweet gentle
sera, with the (Alai of a child and
tenderly luureastve as a tbol11141,
.ense of personal hopper was coursgi -
-us and acute, his devutiou to du y
was naleod;iig auto:iutievid 'eley
the Leath lie light on Ilia breast.' "
Hood's Sat timpani?», Inning through
ale blond, ev.ry part of the
mi.steru, and in Ibi. way pottltiVeltf
-Wes e...tw,rn
...F4The kcal Dtpnivnt Storer:i:.
0,1 IlLopkinsville. Ky.
We speak gentlt , it is better 14 you, temper not to lax.
We saiteak gOttly once or twice, and then wade in and takenasz..
Ab tit now, we :11e u-ing•the ax to cut prices in all de •
pertinent*. Not•ce a few: bi nox Soap 3c. cake; No. 7
cook stove
Men's kid fur to; gloves, 25c pair; 1 box envt lops, 250
in box, for, 11 ; • (vt hite) 120 sheets note paper for 5c;
(white) Ladids' shoes, 69e; men's shoes, 6e; misses' shoes.
69e. S:eu th0 lo i in the show window at 790. per pair.
e
We will Irecci v., in a few ,:a‘ s the largest and most
complete lin of 
ruRNITUDE ever brought to Hop•mkinille. It is I'  ix • bought direct from the
Coctories whO nia e it, an,i fur ca,A1 we will everlastingly
,'hew up ptieos. Watch for some stafters in the way of
pt ices on furniture.
The RAcKET
ONLY. 
1111-1='-"r—ii—n-ur.ILErg
FESZ:7 - -41t rgir
Have you made up your mind to
save any money this year? If so,
why not buy your goods of
-T. M. Jones,-
who always carries an elegant line of
Staple and iFancy Dry Goods, Dress
(400ds, :1110, Fancy Goods, Trimmings,
Notions, Carpets, Rugs, Oil Cloths, :Mat—
t ings, Boots and h es Just re«,ived a
nice line Perealea in dark and l.ght col-
ors, also a pretty line of Embroideries.
You c,n always rely on getting better
goods for your money at
- -Jones'
than any hbuse in the city. Cut prices ill every line of
Goods in my house.
Beginning to—day and c ntinuing until our entire line is
WC shah o6r every •
Cl
Cloth or Fur
C:103P3E"
for instance you can buy a
• .'men. for $15. $15 garment for 411.25
12 merit for 9. 10 garment for 7.50
6 garmen' for $1.50
e also inVite your attention to our large assortment of
d goods; silks, velvets, trimmings, hosiery, underwear,
gloves, corsets, table lint Ile, towels. napkins, notions, etc.,
carpets, mattings, oil cloths and rugs. Come to see us for
slims, we ciirry gents, ladies, misses and childrens. Best
makes, lowei-t prices.
Richards Er1
lii
Graves 481 I Oondy.
, etaleve.oxes
The above figure represents how we do business,
On the Square r
If we tell you any article in our store is worth
so inuCh, you will have received full value for
yoin money if you buy it,
Graves Condy,
—Reliable JI'Welen,.
Maig St., Opp. Opera House, Hepkinsville.
11111111masuars ".3M; er71-fiLott
ale of Sox.
On Wednesday, 23ra, we %lilt
put on sale 25 dozen
P 9
SaW001 and
ee.• Marino • Wool
• • .
• • •
_
Actual Value50C and 75c
. ,teNe
At the Ridiculous price of 1 9C.
On same date we will put on sale 16 dozen
pure wool sox, actual value 35e, nt the ri-
diculous price of 12 1 2e.
COX&BOULW ARE.
",....11VMPAIVAL,
-'-...."1.1111INIMIONIONMOOPIMOOMIROX2ri,rr~rer.....alr'., .., 'SS.' -......dr, IP".• A ":1.-
-rwer.WM1...tr.-re-et•r-61te-eortybarefirl..  Mel
r
I
e
..- 4
1
•THE NEW
$1 A YEAR.
! • I Ry the 15th of Mitten Owensboro A Sale.
Ivill have a e eity p• [eon. D• oureheeed of M ewers.
The Ao•eeeorte report et H pkine me
k IV.eounte ehows that that 'county hoes int •• Np thr-t i 1 1 7per t ,1.-w.c
tO v••ters within its !trail*setered at trot Posioglee La Hopkiisse We us Mr. It •bt. M. Woo drol hitt • livery
t 7.4".4 slam matte
 I Wanted:-A ear lead ei J -may cat•' e
I at Layne* *tat le. ii;
We will furnish the Weekly NEw
Tee reeeipts of the Clerkeville ;el A Sudden Attack.Club P.at
oge I , stud any of Me 
publica tion ,
• atteo ruerket •ast week 'men toed te , ,et sundae afternoon Mrs. Ben
warned below at priors+, indioat 
es! ;
ed: ' • B d, t- s' 
si) ne•ifilhor-
hand, *we 11 very seteleoly. Fah.-
eutrerael from rtl-ii of blood Di the
head, .11.4 to 0': to.- wool, u '
.orneteret it a •-11.• ail .1 o.• .•
Mo• ti r f no.
seuen trienreeert, • • 1r ; •I h• if
.h. w It4 1.; in,:
Corareerel el etasatte ............. . ... $1.70 I 8 tato Treesurer 11 . P 'SVC! borrow
D.stiy Loi.ts-ville et1.16.  4.001_1 , ,
Worse oemeerate  Lae ilholleY 7r0131 the New Yittit beuks t•
Chit:ago N 9 We .. . • ., •  1 re Meet tee deficit in the Treneury.eta,wie i/IlAni. Twice a Week Republic 
Courier-Journal ... .. . ............... ..te Antarectie and celebratkel Dean-
ciocinnat , w.tiquIrer 
Century Magaaine 4  - reit, eon! er. bal"41.
St. Nicholas 3 si•
  2.60 48 St WOOLDRIDGE et l'•Rarater's Home Journal«
`teribner's Magazine 
Book Bayer. 
Harpers Magasine 
Harper's Weekly 
Harper's Bauer.  
rtr ver's Young People 
Home nagaittne . .........
Kentucky Methodist
Redeerte Maireartne.
Rod, Gun and Kennel  
Boise and Terra  
S oue aue he thvole, I h r tow -,
"he L. & N *hour for v Ne4.30
IOU he e, eite take isv on .11 • •
Lina to itoi q •• F .0 r
I 75 h•e tow.: la eon- "
son
1 Ts (if 190 u u .4 !Ai • s1.3g
  azoy aver eu• neetre m tee-
row th treeaory then tlitey pay
Friday, 'January 25. 1S95. 01 lire.- 'he n• Ur. beau Ceutity
g-te $10,00o m •rei (lieu eh,
dor, is ra• d heads rrie ,1-1.eon*, QLW Crettt$3.
Mitre Lila Cex, at (leaky, spew Sat-
urday in the city.
Mr. H. H Broome of Oreely, we.
orwo Wedues .ay.
Mrs. Ceoten C 'em ii, of Herndon.
we- here W doee ay.
Mr. T W. Weotton, of Heradoto
Was iii he city Tuesday.
Mr. Mont Dawson, of Roaring
Spring*, was here Monday. 
•
Mr. D P Alexeuder, of Crofton,
%as here Wecisesday morning.
Mr. J ;tin Snembe, of Howell, came
to the city on business Tuesday.
a Mrs. Dr. Collins, of 11-nnettstowin
W5$ In Hopkinsville edneeday.
MlasZadie Howard, of Madison-
•Ille, is visiting friends at Cortina.
• Mr. Clark Bowles, of Crofton, was
In the city on busluees Wednesday,
Miss Fannie Wert left Wednesday
evening to visit friends at Nashville.
Mr. J. A. Ledford, of Pee Dee,
came to tows yesterday on business.
Mr T E B iynham, of the Cad:z
neighborhood, was in the city Moo-
day.
Mies Et •Ols e ayn ea]. of Cad
the gueet of Mt.) J T. Hill, at
Oracey.
Miss Weak, Coleman, of Herndon,
was in the city shopping Tuesday
morning.
Miee Merle Moore Ty let is visitirg
tire family of Juuge Tyler, over in
Clarkaville.
Mies Kate Were, of Madironvile,
Is visiting relatives and friends down
at Crofton.
.Mles Robbie Carol hers, of L dayette
was anioeg the visitors to Ins city
thlsweek.
Mr. Ixs. H art returned Saturday,
from a trip out on tiarnroad iii interest
tents bourne.
Mr and Mrs. Cleon Kelly, of the
.Leartview neighborhood, were in the
ally Saturday
Mr. and Mrs Luelan Cayce, of the
Herndou orighnorh..o..1, were In tLe
city Wed orsday.
Messrs M. D. Brown and D. I
C, Armee, of Crofton, were here on
business Monday.
• Mr. John .1 Reatd, of the Oriteey
neighborhood, was in the city on
busioess thi• week.
Mr. Will Dawson, of the Rear:ng
So, higa neig.aborbood was in the city
on balminess this week.
Mrs. Edgar Bradshaw, from out in
the Casky neighborhood, was in the
airy shopping this week.
Mrs. Ike Se:lee, of the Newstead
aseighlenrhood, was among the ladies
*hopping in the city Tuesday.
Mimi Hotels Knight, of Newstead,
Irboarding over at Beverly and at-
teedtng school at the Academy there.
Mimes Lucy Sbaw and Lizeht Ed•
ward*, of Cadfs, are visiting the fain-
fly of 111r.J J. Gaines, ot Aluzitgotn-
Sty
M.as Carrie Manre has relish e I
from a several month 4 visit to Ash-
land. N. C. with her sister Mrs. Mor-
ton.
Mew Brooner, of Louisville, who
hes been visiting friends In this city
for ...me time, is now visit hg Mrs.
he Kleemen, In Clart••ilie.
Maw Ftorrie Durrett, of California,
who has been vatting relatives iu
this enmity for several in nftes, is
now in the oily the guest if Miss
Jaunts Wiefree.
Mists Matti. U. Buckner, who has
been • beent from the city for some
time, has retured, and has taken
board with Mrs Sue Shauklin on
South Virginia street.
Mr. Sam Carter, BOCI of Mr. A. L.
Carter, the well-known farmer of the
Longview neighborhood, left euneley
night for Terre Hoye, whore he
married a young holy of that city.
Dr. ki J. Baker, eperriatiat. Eye,
ear throat and nose. Lady attendant,
bwer Wallaate's drng vore.
At 6racey.
Rev. L 0 Spencer, thi well-known
aud able Preeby teriau minister from
Prieeeton, held ..ervices at the church
at Graeey Sunday, and was listeted
to by a large oongregaiou.
Badly Mashed.
Mr. Jame* Brad-hew, of the Bever
ty neighborhood, mashed one of his
hands • ry seriously a few days ago
It will be quite a while before be will
be able to use it again.
Coming to Town.
We understand that Do Sooner,
who live' out io thi-B .verly betgh-
borhood, will move to this city in a
short while. The donor comes here
aceoeut of the educational ruivant
ages that his children will n a ve.
Improving.
KIS* Milltrie Davie, of a is Beverly
neighborhood, who has been gene ill
at the home of her aunt, Mrs. Robert
Owatey, is, we understand, improve
log as rapidly as couid be repeater' at
one who has been so sick as .he has
betel.
To be Married.
On Thursday, the 31st lost , Miss
Clayton Dagg. of this city, will be
marrid, to Mr Virgil Itlehards,ofBir-
mtogham, Ala. The weddlne will
take place at the house of Miss Dimes
'titer, Mrs H C. Miller, who resides
IS Birmingham.
rm. Faxon'l Loss.
Col L.° G. Faxon had the mire
brume to love hie nome near Polu-
eah by fire last Saturday afternoon.
'the house waa valued at $2,500, and
there was $1,200 instinsuee on the
building.
A Woman's Edition.
I On February 8 It, the Madison.
vele Hustler will Ism* * "Woman's
Littlett." The pap*: that week will
be gotten nut entirely by WM'S, ST.
ery p.c. lappeering In It will tie
lefitteo by • wonsan. The Hustler
1gray• toi at ir will 4., title te show tn.
ropy" of gentueity what the women
Of Hopkine do.
•
••••••••••••••••••--.110.-
p'• lor, .4 10
r
Moved to 'Ihis City.
Highest of all in Leavening Poinr.-Late:.-: U. S. Gov't Report
•
Atlaiie.9P
rt, • Mirror are, te•le,.
If ills eeeleen in
f•ree-r trent •1 ;. u h. r • p 1"A K sia the her
Tall eet• •y, lore cent. d A r- h1,1"1,e. in oieseco eulrure. The
out Do•r•tt eve nu- le ol Y the 1894 et: p that enino
aed nt v d hi- feint ). 1,1'n 1l. This, 000 t, e„. t t a
14 anether felony thee h as lie. t,
brno to ei v .5
4 'Is C • 11. Me \I -ore Cam.
t 'ht., U.. ierwo & - beret ,ti ()ply
tetlit.tte.rtv Nra.i..rian„.i see 19 a -a. n -ve -ora In 'It
The aoa Rea d Vela 1 a e silertPa.'•ot est*el"'refitr;:uttrie
•• ented Cho? B laree noire th tdo - tuge.(i-
D IR go, a.f f. rote H oce toe o h
sylor, et L •u. v ;J P
re „. jinv ..• •,1: 1. C Pt I it • o, f Who Was Hi
S Dd.., Hook.
I NW now located at Mrs. Sue
SO le kliote, and will rent the Kiwi-
ie. penes four months for $10. Cash
price $26 Mattie Buckuer, /ken
A pair • f breechea that have neer.,
worn out on the trent by eorning
to eot•tact with bard work looks :id--
ter and were honorable than a pair
worn out in the rear by coining itt
ohntract a 1.h a goods box.-Med.sen-
ville Hustler.
rThefe are twenty men in the Lo
gen county jai Februs.ry term
the Circuit Court has on its docket
fOr trial twelve murder motes, and the
Rueseliville Herald says that ".he
juries in some of the Cati-.8 Will nave
•ir be chosen whither the newspaper
dads Dot its way."
W. H. Oorey, the jewaler, can be
rotted at Dr. Armlsteadla drug store
teed will devote his time and attention
to watch, clock and jewelry repair-
ing and engraving. Satisfaction
given or no cearge
The commleeioner of Agricolure
will rend out to each of his comity
and precinct correspondents in a
ehort time several packages of tobacco
for distribution eitionz. farmers
Kentucky Burley and yellow Pryor
noised end gatht•red by noted Virginia
sntwers will c institute portion o
in* seed sent out.
4rter Paduceh Street Railway Com-
pany purchased a fret:chiefs
frnm the city for operating 3» electric
light pieut :The Ots Lieht C entrant',
which also operates a Went, ha. rut
the price of electric Ugric service a• d
altogether Paducahlans • x peat to de-
rive coceiderable benefit fie in the
competition.
Vero your clothes matte, cleaned
eed repaired by J. N.
Fowrieht, the and
'utter. Fereign and domestic
wroilona for parit• and esti etwav•
It band at reasonshle pier". Bridge
▪ oppo"i'. KiNTUCKY 1411W ERA
office.
Wanted
Ti buy stock In the Bank of Hop.
kineville,
0 emelt & Stoop*.
•
l'ers Ill.
Mrs. F.ank M. Chilton, a lady who
resides about two miles from P. in
broke, and who is well known in this
city, ISUlt who is greatly loved by all
who know her, is reported to be very
ill this week ,-in fact, her condi-
tion is regarded as being very critic•
al, and it is greatly feared that she
may not recover. Mrs. Chilton has
been in bsil health for • long time,
and some months ago she was quite
ill in the Henderson Sanitarium,
where she bad gone for surgical aid
in hopes of being restored to health.
Since she left Henderson her health
has been better, the present sickness
being about the fl trot that she has suf-
fered stlICa her returo to Pembroke.
We hope that Mrs. Chilton will
iver, and live to a ripe old age.
Married Tuesday Afternoon.
Ike 3 ohlock Torsesy Mr. T.
J. Wail, a poisper eta and ex
ceeclirely popular young businers
man of Gracey, was married to MIPP
B .yd, who resides it. Walto-
n* and who is a great hells, and al-
so one of the handeorneet young In-
dies in Trigg county. Mr. Wa to
be eongratulsted on hia good fortune
in laecurlog such a valuable prize in
xiktrinonnial lottery. The ceremony
wan perform-d at the residence of
th0 bride-hi parente Walionia.
The attendento were D. D. E.
and Mr. J R dn.., lied Mt-. We
nee-a:dwell, of 0 ecey, sod Mid.
F-nnie Baker, of Princeton. After
the ceremony the bridal party left for
Grecey, the heme the groom.
Cti last Saturday we announced
'hit this wedding would eecur on
Sunday, tut we were misinformed
snout the date.
A Victory.
Judge Lurton's decision in the Fed-
eral Circuit Court in the case of the
second tuor gigs bondholders o: the
C. 0. & S. W. railroad was a victory
for them. The Judge decided that
while they were trot entitled to a re-
ceiver, be would extend the receiver-
shiP on the first mortgage to the
inertglge bonds end inetruct
he receiver to try to borrow money
on receiver's certificate, to pay the
interest on the float wortgage bonds
which matured last August, Po as to
prevent forecloeure. Tar. amount of
this Interest Is $18 e000. The second
we bondholder'', in order ti
preve it a fortcloeure, tried to
have this interim -, paid out of the cur
re it expense.
41.
TREASURY STAEEMENT.
Warabinstoo J ato 20 -TIES ash
balanee in the Tres ury yealerdey
was $152621,7z1; g d res -rye, 170,-
773, 118.
FEBRUARY 20th.
On the rvetone • f Wed; eelay,
eborary 201), Mins Ella 'bath Wood,
the eluieet daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hunter Wood, will be marled in Mr.
J. Resters Barr, sou of Judge John
W f Louisville. The cere-
mony, which will take [dace at Grace
(Epteetips1) ('Lurch, will be perform-
redby Bishop Dudley, of Louisville,
seileted by Roc Jeito W
of this city. Miss slallie Rust, of this
city, will be maid of honor, mud Mr.
Preston Satterwhite, of Louisville,
will be "best men." The other la-
dies and geutlemen,who are to be a•.
tenciants are: Missies Elb-e Barr, of
Leuisville, Maud Anderson, of
04 emitter°, CernelieFoerd, of E arl-
Melon, Sledge Falrleigh, of this city.
and Megrim Jack Livingston, of Lex-
ington, Walker and Hunter Wood,
of HopkinevIlle, and Di. Howe H.
Wallace, of Lester( n.
After the eareniony the couple will
leelve on the Northbound retpress at
1000 for a trip to Chicago, and pave
meal eltise tire K so They will
ugh* their bows at I esinglon, Mr
ste bead quarters being In that
Tu. yds v night. about half peat eleven
e Mr. Fred Wallis was areing home,
be met nin N Main ferret, a
very tall, slender man, who had his
overcoat outtoned up from to to bre.
tom, and who wore a mask over his
f•ce and I. Arci .41 larg- pistol in hi.
right hand. It tii,01338 that this man
Was wandering all over town. Mr.
E R. Settle mit him up on Campbell
street about ten o'clock. Out of re-
spect for the gun that I he gentleman
carried Mr. Wallis and Mr. Settle
did nor undertake to follow the man
up and find out who his was and why
the was acting in eto;h a strange man
ner.
A Christian County Case.
Tuerday the Court if Appeals
rendered an icuperieut deciaiou in all
opinion by Judge Peynter. The CRS('
was that of the C. inalonwealth ve.
P ity, f.oeu Utiriteian. Petty had in
vented a etateut tile, and the Hate
a tight to charge him a license fie
vending his r elite ot territory. Petea
'aimed that he cothal not be taxed
for ibis, as the ConatOutiou f the
United States secures f a limped
tone to inventors the right to use
their discoveries.
The court holds that the Legieot-
ture had tin power :o imeoee rueli •
tax, it being in conflict with the FeC.
eral Lon.tOution.
Hogs.
JAMES Mc LUSTER will he in H p-
kturvioe on the tato Monday in this
month with thorouebbred Poi. Lel
China Hoes fer sae. r 2.
Monday.
The Chris'iati County Medico-( hir-
urgioal nie(y he ti its reeule•
monthly meeting this tete pasha, -
day. The meeting was w. II tweed
pnyelei Atte fr nu an parte et the
couuty 1•••litg present. T 114 iottit)
meets regular every teird Monday
each month, and NW jeets of litter-eel
to the profession are discussed, bud
physicians relate any eases out of the
ordinary that may occur in their
practice. Each menth some special
topic is treated Pi a poi er by one o'
th- physicians and then discussed by
t•ieni all
W. 11. OLVEY,
Fleeing worked at the trade for 37
years, and being a natural mechanic,
can make anything that belongs to a
watch, and will give his special et-
tention to line watch work, engrav-
ing, etc.
Caught Here.
Julian reton, a tegro who is ac-
cused of stealing some clothing in
Coirksville some weeks ago, has beep
captured by the police in this city.
The Clarkeville ftl ten: have been
notified.
S.F.
enneb e, meet have frie
000, f..r le03 ; produe
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It is claimed that su2h large quon-
Mee of tobacco are in inn t.ff r-
ed on the :named ,it L-er
the farmers /IUD Inrieg
of it, owing in the fact th
tints is allowed fur the sa
hogeilead that the buyers
at it closely and ceuer TIP
have an ;rag portnuity to b
value. For revere: days t
a 'Id :hero at the rate et t
heads er minute, which
buyer only twenty second
to determine what he can
pay for the tobecon. This
.bie.co was
rep hog'-
give the
in which
eft it'd to
Ii exceed.
yule that
by reason
I Ito little
A SMITS.
of each
o tint look Loans and dismounts .. 536,389.438 69
6 806.772 38tly do not Due from bank"
4,517 426.25e lee „al Cash and each items 
Other assets   4 485 79256
The poot-tftl,e, whion has been Otis
dergoing ta m • itce needed changes WrOnlv a few more days and 3 our timeand •morovemews, will soon be in
tlp•top ails e- for ei cede, eonvenient
and sails t °Murtha's/motion of hued-
IleP4 'I he e fit • w I! be c'o,ed while
the mails re bs rie distributed and
thus di ..way with 'he annoyance of
e crowd hat h I, for years gather-
ed In the 1 bby fted I (noticed in loud
talk, emoting, spitting tobacco juice
on the ileor, &o., while they tail's.
tionstly
• d.
it for the mall to he open-
Notice to Creditors.
weee I t. toe e• 'I; t• on hand F. %V. 4.1vtiee of M. K.lhaU r , I taint Iff. Nu'Ice to
creditors
st. it Rodgers ...oil Other., Dees.
T teed:ewe er Mr. Redgers
ore hereby notified *0 n,- 00
heoore March 1 1895, their claims
oroperly p oven.
4w F. W. Dassey Assignee.
- 
the I f Jet o t.
• •
The e not of A 4 • i ati triliscoo
betel A warp: 'be Va. flay of
.1i w 0. 34.9, w Love is
1,344 lilid•• tee e • ti e es on 1 and
itatill 4: t. 1.c 1 1.91. Al the prea fit
forret: i• K •eueity tr•beeee ei.'e p: 206
tehds, Cr ru Virginia
+early unjust to the farmer ho raises
the weed, and he is right n making
a kick against such sales. After all,
the Hopkinsville tobacco market is
the best market, all things entiidered
in Kentucky, or, in fact, anywhere
Ne market a .ywher ha more
careful, conscientieue hap teem. that.
We have right here in the •ereone of
Metere Smithson, Remo end Bar
nett. Here the toiotcco a always
properly slid faily Penile , and
p euty of tone is Oven Lb buyer to
ink into the iv-mines and" lye what
thirike it is worth. An again, we
heve board • f buyers, ho, ernne
'hey are goieg tool: 'Lite heir Own
1u:create and II e iatereete f theme':
fir whom they buy, ye: w i will not
,ry to best down the fern or to the
very 10 et notch pow•itil• , ho a bin-
hey de-ire to lire. I•chey in al:ow-
i g others to live also. tri then
our warehnus-ni-u alway guerd ..•
Jealously the r.gliti of tit farmers
who pstronixe !Mtn as th d • thel,
ora a An•I lest, tut by o means
cash •oe hays be -e in the -' on of
%fr. NVilllarns, an euhion- r Wei w ll
liot,Oits some d e kt•ock I fr booths. d
of tohoic, woh.eil nisei', ian elf r
to get sheet what It is won- i Eerie-
--re lu this a nil of Kolituok c in tio•
de better thau to send the r tobsi...0
totted, ineel:le tu be sold I they will
*end it here once, they wt I dud cut
that we ate tight, and they ill never
seud it elsewhere agaiu.
**et
The beginuing of the year 1695 finds
enormous riven. of Anierieloi tobacen
on lased in the Britieh mnrkets 11016
helot:mei more than the filet of1894
True stock on hand in Loudoa on the
first of January 1895 alone being
31,763 hogshead', which is the largest
sermmultatien there einceJatmery let,
1e90, at which tims it was only 66
hog-heads larger than it is new. Foe
this reason prices hays scright.a low
level. A total cessation o expnrlelf
from this country for months would
not effect the British market on Ken-
tucky tobacco, as the etc.el now on
band will tarot a long while.
•••
For the week ending January 114:h
3,268 tiogeheade of tobacco, were ex
ported from New York pot. KO of
herita her-heads went to ti Wender,
An Assignment. 744 to Gcnoo. 519 to Paler a, 24; to
lo-g torn,' 2G0 to Mareeille , 173 to
Havre, 161 to ernen. 8) t,
for Ile o. j.1 53 '0 Adelaide. 54 (here! ana aoeignment Toe.day
Amsterdam, 39 to R oterd , 88 totell a Bia ctedoors. A•eette ebout
L v-rpool, ett t•• Lettalon, the re-$7,000; liabilities uni-nown. C. E
.-•caotered 
-no.la 111111.Moctou lathe assignee.
Brown, a denier in
tin ware, etc ,
Powder
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eleven,
at Madisotivit e, mode
IN OLDEN TIRES
Pe iple overlooked tile importance of
permauently ben flhal tfl-cts and
were esti.fled with oranelent actiou ;
out new that it is generalty known
that eivrue of Figs will permenentle
cure naoltuoi constipatiou, welnie-
fortn-d people wilt not buy ether I-x
vire r, w act for a time, but flu-
ally inju Tor tem.
alOO
Friday.
The two•rnonthe old child of Mr.
and Mrs. F B Licey, of the L eta:-
AW n.ighbor hood, died last Fr id
a visaing sod was buried Sunday a;
the family burying grimed.
Fruit Damaged.
A B G-een man, wri.ing in
regard to the recent very cold weath-
er, roue: "Our fruit blare tit bed!),
deuteron seine few peeehee are
alive Apricot. I dead. Ftne plume
all dead. Witegoo-e pnrus ino413
alive. Pears and si Wes are alive yet
Smell !mite, eueh grai.es, r•sp
berries ar d atrawberriee, ere yet safe
I fear that blaekiterries, the pent. pen
We'd fruit, are b .415 hurt, it not roue."
lie Es Coming.
The inimitable Pete Baker, the great
and only Pete Baker, will he at the
opera 'inure in (We city on the even-
ing of Tue.rise, February 5.O., in his
new "Chile anti L ne." Title Wray
has been greatly etiangA tied much
improved •ince Pete Baker late pro-
it in k need a+. Pete it, to
day one of the most humorous men
in ei on the linage, and be hair always
tia-n.13 a gre3t fevorile with our people
We are glad 'het his corning hack.
41.
Earnings of the 0. V.
Mr. J eau M•eLeori, the rill dent
reeelver of the ()hit'' Val ey It 'deny
Cotnioany, fi ed les re ;vireo for
October and November. In 0 •toher
the reeelpie were $29 30.(11; • xtvoneee
$25,190 .59; net earumire, $4,129 41. For
November the le...repot were 4e7,642 91;
expoti.oe, 521,748 84; net earuiuge,
55,894 06.
Rev. W. Lyon.
Rev Granville W Lyon, id Morgan-
field, has gone to Fl artford, where he
viii conduct a revival at the Metho-
dist church. Mr. Lyon is a most ex-
cellent man, and we are glad to know
that the people of Morgenti-Id, where
he has beeu atatioeed since he Oft
llopkiniville, are all very fond of
him. He is one of the most loduetri•
one men that it has ever been our
fortutie to know.
Hon. A. Spalding, of Union
county, has liben appointed vine
preellent of the All Leta Ititerenste
Cottirn expositlen. Mr. it 'bort Spald-
ing Nth Jtatilt iteraldlitg, ad At
isfli toil 1.401111101St1 WI II the
eguneltion Mr. will tr
Aikrita in a few days to assume his
0 Iposition.
rya
Uad...r date of J ateiary 10th the
Caned Sta'ee Cocumiesi u ;r af
Agriculture giveta trie average
vaitier per pound of toinicco
tor the entire ceuutry far 894 and
18113 ,s f ;noes:
Aver •ge for 189.1  8 1 cts
Ay, rage for 1891 6 8 ant -
Acres told pleduu: for 1 led 1891
Ant, Pin -
A .rer 1893 ....702 952 4 3, li23 3
:ketch, 5e3 113 .... re 678 l-tiO
- -
1.ec'ee for '94...17e.S19  6 355 57a
•••
Mr 0 (1 Snivel:ter, a p orninen•
tebacc.. no an of Hendersrn wrIting
to the Wes:ern Toloacco .14 o'
Cincitineti seen: "It is d :inn to
say yet how 'tie crop is goin to turn
cw or yield as to pounds, in there is
tio doubt but whet it will 11 short
of last year, on nccout e short
plsutirg and for want of r •no;
at the for per time for it to Cure.
r`e
of Alit° to,:litift.esinist sot; :oats): w-ce:aket,ho niltyi net nhei (ri
am iutited to 1,873 The oh tehaec.
aver:nod $'89 toe bundr,d; the nt-ta
5**
The actual Pales at Louie jilt, last
week ernounteil to 3,332 b gee, ads,
all of which was Burley r oept 490
'Aids. a lark. Up to the e d of 
or' 
I i
week the sales on the mar air; s th ae plce to go to for bargtiins this week. Just finished: : 
th a year were 11,633. invoicing and we are &termined not to keep anything over
'Fite pricos on our Millinery and Fanc.i, Goods beat the
world, 1 his is inid•winter and our prices will Le mid-
winter prices, which means half of what other houses are
The prettiest line of stylish Hats fo) mer price$3 00 to 6 00 now $1 50, 1 75 and 2 00.
1V4, ccase getting nu\ cities and have now some
very "chic" evening bonnet's at rumarkabl It prices. If
you want it stylish hat get one of our hats it w ill he the
thing."
You can buy a neat nubby hat now from us from 75c up,
Walking hats for
hat ors In ladies furnishing goods we have
Birds, flow rot an (!or.eia re Etit'...,Iderl a and laces from
n•i14 as a tar o it aid 41. SWc, Sc yard up. See us before leny
very lowest price C. arid B. kie i, tudie for I diva and OW-
,et.,t1 a br•utlful black ant .Jr,-,, tr ni Sc up Ilandker-
grey corset Kan lard cape chiefs trona to up. Gloves
4110
A Marriage Announced.
Carl, lr.ye need 1.slaad by Mrs.
Cathorloo Bucher, who reeidee hear
Hort,. -eon, mum, Ito. a 1
h merle in. of her genre._
deught•-, M'-ft Ka". R Ayer, to Sir.
Payne D. P,-.eta. Ti's riage will
t • kr. p -ets at Mrs Rocket'. cou.•try
re-ante:tee ar 8 ri'e ook lii the evening
uf TilP!d oral y 5 h
..1111..-
Financial.
The IS cretery of S'ete his just
completed A rummary of 1110 °Audi-
tion th. 167 State banks and 13
private bank' in Kentucky. The
following is a c, whined summary of
both State and private:
war as a non
-commis-
...IOW-el a 111 'er in the Fourth Wo.con-
-on It.fahtry. He has hen ttiree
lone* elected Coegreeenien and twice
Governor.
Total  
 $51,179,4e0 77
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock 516,635,265 50
Surplus  5,482,879.42
Deposits 
  23.980.118.67
Due banks  . 3.515 98/.10
Other liabilities  1,665 178(18
Total  
 $51,179 4.1) 77
This statement shows the condi
Linn of these haeke at the Motile of
huain•eis Dc. 314 1891 National
banks, R. a motes of r ID'eo, are not
included in this statement.
Snits Filed.
SUN have been filed at Clerkeville,
Tenn , against a number of tobse-o,
brettere for privilege taxes coveting a
number of year., beck. Some time
ago the State Controller endeavored
to cerect theme laze.' and the Suits
are the re•utt. The amount involved
Is elem. 511,000. The ce-es will be
vieorcusly fought by the tobacco
men.
Robbed.
L-ender Shutt, of Dunmore, Ky.,
wee knocked in the lo-ad on a bridge
near 13 wling Green Teeed ay nulgb .
He was roLlitd of his motley, over-
coat, hat and shoes and then :brown
Into th- river. He inanaged-te !mini
nut and wee feud by Pont, parties
alto wore peening His skull la
(ir tido d and he will die. The perpe
traitors of the crime have Dot ye • heen
apprehended, though the rill •ers
thlok they have a clue.
A Candy Pulling.
E leer Weil., the little Poll cf Mr.
and Mrs, J. F Wells, entertained a
number of Lila Mende at a can-
dy pulling Monday night, at the
home cf hie parente, over on Je.up
Avenue. Tire evening was highly
enjoyed by the little ioiks.
KNUTE NELSON.
Defeats Old Washburn by
a Handsome Ma-
jority.
The Minnesota Legislature
Sends the Popular Nor-
• megian to the United
States Senate.
41.4:r fa: to the N. at tee.
St Paul, Jsu 24 -Yesterday after-
noon the vote for flatted States Sen-
ator was taken with the following re-
sult:
Ne son, if:2; Washburn, 36; 5.0.
Comstock, 9; J. T M. C eery, 2; Ig-
"atlue Douelley, 13; J rim Lind 1; W.
Mitchell, 4.
Speaker 0.d Z and! !herr upon d•-
elered e Neiseu, having reeadv-
el a tu aril), of the vote of :he L og-
iskture elect. d Senator for the rex
oe;are after March 4 next. Cievern r
Nelseu was brought I efore t L'g-
is;sture and re,urreed his thanks for
the great h000r ceuferred In a ',brief
Evpotl.
Koutis N leen, Senator elect from
kfinneaote, was Itorn near Bergen,
N.•rway, Fsbruery 2, 1812, and came
te A trietint ill 1849. His served
through
PREFI.g.R.ED LOCALS
High lracl,, Groceries!
EvurI thing We Have
Is
FRESH
We Guarantee
Quality.
We want your regular-all
the-year
-round
-trade. Let us
sell you all you can eat.
D. It Merritt & Co.
Main Street.
Wallace &
Taliaterro,
In addition to having
always on hand a big
stock of pure Drugs,
carries the biggest line
of Perfumes in the
city,
Wallace &
Taliaferro
for a HAT at the wholesale price we
have been offering you ends!
Come I _Xt Once
411
Our line of ho) and children's clothino.
. 
is kept complete, and we
show more fine good S in this line than any house. Prices (neverthelecs
democracy is snowed under), will be kept at the 63 per ce• t. reduction.
We have by some skill made arrangements to be supplied for a time
with 100 pairs a month of the famous 1_7. 4-1. A. 99 cents shoes. None
one earth-as good tor twice the mszney.
Our line of work shirts is cheaper than any one. 50 dozen bought
recently from a banktelpt factory. Your own price on them.
ar Come and got Goods Cheaper Than The Were Ever
Offered!
Then the finest line of Men's Underwear kept full to the handle,
direct from the factories at all times. An all-wool suit for 1, and on
up to the fines suits!kept-of best French importations.
Of course all linies are ke.lt full up in Ladies' and Misses shoes.
Ladies, we invite your speck' attention to our sacrifice sale being
made on the ‘'Ilolto Lice Shoes." They go at 50 cents on the dollar
until disposed of Come and be convinced.
F'etree 8. iCo
To those who were unable
to get waited on, on the first
KITCHEN day of our sale, we will saythat some of the very best
bargains are yet to be sold.
We have made further redue
tions on some goods to fill up
the broken lots, and the sale
will continue thr3ughout the
week.
J.H. Anderson lik Co.
Ff AS JCST RECEIVED A BEATY-
TII•I'L LINE ()V
aa,.=415scikrsits
.dka
trnittro!
OF ALL KINDS !
AND THE LATEST DESIGNS!
Call and Examine Stock
and be convinced.
J1 B1 Kitchen,
MAIN STREET.
S!
OST 154 QUANTITY. BEST IN QUAL
1WORM 1 WHITE'S CREAMVERM I FUCE
For: 20 YEARS
Has aed all WORM Remedies.
EVERY BeIrLE GUAliANTEED.
SOLD ALL TM UGGISTR
PITra, a,
en "I ..11`,517 WIN, 751(0., PT. terra.
BE CURED .11..Mit
Da.APPLF.MAN. the 'Oriel) .nown special-ist. after years of study, has so perfected his
system of mail treatment that he can now
assure the sick and suffering a permanent
cure at their homes at a price that is aston-ishingly low. Thousands al t availing them-
selves of this golden opportunity, and hun-dr•-da of testimonials Are on file showing the
of tile trcatnient.
All Chronic Dis-
eases Treated.
 H. 
•RONCHIAL AND LUNG
TROUBLES. .117011111.•
AC M, LIVER AND BOWEL
DISEASES, EPILEPSY. ,
NESSIDU• EX NAUST,ON,
Sr IN DISEASES, RHEU-
MATISM AND NEURALGIA.
The best and most
scientific.: treatment for
All rEDIALE DISKASES.Quick and permanent cures guaranteed
New treatment for PII.P.S and ULCER'S.
Young or Old Men auff,ring from pliowcy.
•LADDER, URINARY Disc ears. 111.000 POISON 
ING, WEAKNESS OR EXHAUSTION ,e-
atm ed to vigor. health ,4041 hontortess.
*Dr. Appleman has associated with hien• full
staff of expert specialists. who carefully con-
sider each case and prepare the proper rem-
e.lies. Consultation sad opinion FAIR by
mail. Treatment furnished at the low rate of
$2 TO $3 PER MONTH.
Write us (reel ii cue fully and enclose stamp
for symptom blank. No. I Catarrh. No. a For
Man. N. 3 For Women. Address
THE APPLEMAN MEOICH‘E CO.
E. ins sr' - . CHICAGO, ILL.
7C)=.:INT MS_
it`e
0 dv 12 !emote- eel, were a 'd at Pin
ducah non week.
•••••
The recrip's ef the Clarks
ket boo week were 56 liegsli
traitor 117 Ionia. The break
low grails, and lilt, III trot.t
guitar. Tire loose market
cetive.
•••
Leo week 1,416 Wide., we
ti hem Baltimore, 9)8 goin
land, ((A) lo France, and 58
gland.
eihr
The stock o: Anierlean t
hat: I hp It verpred on the fir
ss.pe 6:1 1121 111411a
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Were all
as lrrs-
is fairly
ex pert-
to 11n -
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some on
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MI:hest tionors-Worid's Fair.
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CREAM
DAMN
MOST 
pure Crape 
PERVIICT M
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"1 Ya,ajt 
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cler,
MAW..
THE LEADER
14 or our many numerous bar-,
gains come see for your self, we
have not the space. Will make
it wsrth your time to come to
The Leader,
For Millinery and Fancy Goods,
111110. Flourclic Lay, Fg
•
1????MttiMMIMMT/tIMM111111MM
E J. H
c=0.cdco= &=u11.cler
- Solicits Your patronage ad Guar nices Satisfacton
ONT.
He Always icee0S on Hand
E E Lime, Sand, Diamond and Portland Cement,
Weather _Boarding.
E OFFICE- Comm 4th and Virginia Sts- Tele- 98
Sashes,
Doors,
Blinds,
Mouldings,
Framing's,
11 i5io Cf
Lumber,
Laths,
flooring,
Camas Plaster,
Roofing
Nails,
Fence Posts
Pickets,
Etc., Etc.
Shoos For Children!
It is question with all parent,
now to know what kind ofschool
;.11oe o buy, ,and when to buy it.
that will give perfect satisfaction
and t4ey will get the value of
their money, out of the shoes
Here it is. Our Little Giant
school Shoes is the best ever put
on Hos market. You can buy
cheap shoes, but you can't buy
bottet shoes. Try one pair
and you will never buy anything
else.
Mammoth Clothing& ShoeCo.
••••
4,4„. .KIIRS. N. •
• • l• 11441*1. Cd.41.."0101 1S:Aigirt.
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THE GOSPEL'S POWER
REY. DR. TALMAGE REFERS TO MU-
NICiPAL REFORM.
W• Preached • Powerful mai Eloquent Sar-
an Neer Tort, Taking For His Sub-
ject th• roast/tad Use Compass-The Ross
at Las&
New Toes. Jan. 20.-The hearty
welcome acoorded to Dr. Talmage at
the Academy of Music, New York, Sun-
day before last, on the occasion of the
eminent divine's introduction to the
metropolitan pulpit, was additionally
emphabized by the immense throng that
greeted him this afternoon and which
tilled every seat from orcheetra to top
gallery. The singing was led Profees-
or Ali's cornet, and the services open-
ed at precisely 4 o'clock with the sing-
ing of the long meter doxology. The
subject of Dr. Talmage's discourse was
"Points of Compass" and the text
Lake xiii, 29, "They shall come from
the east, and from the west, and from
the north, and from the south. and shall
sit down."
The man who wreee .s wase at one
time a practicing physician, at another
time a talented painter, at another time
a powerful preacher, at another time a re-
porter-an inspired reporter. God bless
and help and inspire all reporters! Fiord
their pens drops the health or poison of
nations. The name of this reporter was
Laoanus. For short he was called Luke,
and in my text, although stenography
had not yet been born, he reports ver-
batim a sermon of Christ which in ooe
paragraph bowls tbe round world into
the light of the millennium. "They
shall come from the east. and hem the
west, and from the north, and from the
south. and shall sit down."
Nothing more interested me in my
recent journey around the world than
to see the ship captain about noon,
whether on the Pacific, or the Indian or
Bengal or Mediterranean or Red sea,
looking through • nautical instrument
to find jest where we were sailing, and
it is well to know that. though the cap-
tain tells you that there are 32 points of
diriaion of the compass card in the mar-
iner's compam, there ere only four car-
dinal points, and my text hails them-
the north, the south, the east, the west.
So I spread out before us the map of the
'world to see the extent of the gospel
campaign. The hardeet part cf the field
to be taken is the north, because oar
gospel is an emotional goepel, and the
natious of the far north are a cold blood-
ed race. They dwell amid icebergs and
eternal wows and everlasting winter.
Greenlet:Viers, Laplanders, Icelanders,
Siberiana-their vehicle is the sledge
drawn by reindeer, their apparel the
thickest furs at all seasons, their exist-
ence a lifetime battle with the cold.
The winter charges upon them with
'words of Weals and strikes them with
bullets of hail and pounds them with
battling rams of glacier.
Th• Gospal In the Arctic*.
But already the buts of the arctic
hear the songs of divine worship. Al-
ready the snows fall on open New Tes-
taments. Already the warmth of the
sun of righteonaness begins to be felt
through the bodies and minds and *mils
of the Hyperborean& Down from Nova
Zembla, down from Spitzbergen pea&
down from the land of the midnight
wan, down from the palaces of crystal.
down over realms of toe and over domin-
ions of snow and through hurricanes of
sleet Christ's disciples are coming from
the north. 'The inhabitants of Bodeen
bay are gathering to the croft. The
Church Missionary society in those polar
climes haa been grandly successful in
establiahing 94 goepel stations, and over
12,000 natives have believed and been
baptized. The Moravians have kindled
the light of the gospel all up Lod down
Labrador. The Daniel] minden has gath-
ered disciples from among the eh ivering
inhabitants of Greenland. William Dun-
can preaches the gospel up in the chill
latitudes of Columbia, delivering one
sermon nine times in the same day tom
many different tribes who listen, and
then go forth to bnild schoolhouses and
obarchea
Alaska, called at ha annexation Wil-
liam H. Seward's folly, turns out to be
William H. Seward's triumph, audit is
hearing the voice of God through the
American mimdonaries, men and wom-
en u defiant of arctic hardships as the
old Seottiale chief who, when camping
out in a winter's nigbt knocked from un-
der hie sonh head a pillow of snow,
saying that such indulgence in luxury
would weaken and disgrace tbe clan.
The Jeannette went down in latitude 77,
while De Long and his freezing and dy-
ing men stood watching it from the
crumbling aod crackling polar pack,
but the old ship of the gospel sails se
unhurt in latitude 77 as in our own 40
degree& and the one starred flag floats
above she topgallants in Baffin's bay mad
Hudson's strait and Melville sound. The
heroism of polar exedition. which has
made the names of Sebastian Cabot and
Scoresby and Schwatka and Henry Hud-
son immortal, is to be eclipeed by the
prowess of the man and women who
amid the frosts of highest latitudes are
this moment taking the upper shores of
Europe, Asia and America for God.
Scientists have never been able to agree
ea to what is the enters borealis, cr
northern light'. I can tell them. It is
the banner of victory fur Christ spread
out in the northern night heavens. Par-
tially fulfilled already the prophecy of
my text, to be completely fulfilled in
the near future, "They shall come from
the north"
Ties South For God.
But my text takes in the oppcaite
point of the compass_ The far smith has,.
through hiale temperature, temptations
to lethargy and indolence and hot blood
which tend toware multiform evil. We
have through my text got the north in,
notwitestanding its frets, and tbe same
text brings in the south notwithstand-
ing ha torridity. The fields of cactus,
the oraage groves and the thickets of
magnolia ere to be surrendersei to the
Lord Almighty. The south! That means
Mexico and all the regions that William
H. Prescott and Lord Kingsborough
made familiar in literature; Mexico, in
strange dialect of the Aztecs; Mexico
conquered by Mermen Cortes, to be more
gloriously conquered; Mexico, with its
capital more than 7,000 feet above the
sea level looking down upon the en-
trancement of lake and valley and plain;
Mexico, the home of nations yet to be
born-all for Christ. The south! That
means Africa, which David Livingstone
consecrated to God when he died on bis
knees in Ws tent of exploration. Already
about 750,000 converts to Christianity
in Africa The south! That means all
the 'eland. strewn by omnipotent hand
through isropiopi imme-Malayan
Micsonesia-and other
islands more numerous than you can
imagine unless you have voyaged around
the world. The south! That means Java
for God, Sumatra for God, Borneo for
God, Siam for God.
A ahip was wrecked near one of these
islands, and two lifeboats put out for
shore, but those who arrived in the first
boat were clubbed to death by the can-
nibals, and the other boat put back and
was somehow saved. Years passed on,
and one of that very crew wee wrecked
again with others on the same rocks.
:.?rawling upon the shore, they propceed
to hide from the cannibals in one of the
caverns, but mounting the rocks they
saw a church and cried out: •'We are
saved! A church, *church!" The south !
That means Venezuela, New Granada,
Eenador and Bolivia. The south! Thet
means the torrid zone, with all ite
bloom, and all ite fruitage, and all its
exuberance, the redolence of illimitable
gardens, the mimic of boundless groves,
the lands, the seas, that night by night
look up to the southern cross, which, in
stars, tranefigures the midnight heaven
as you look up at it all the way from
the Sandwich Islands to Australia
"They shall come from the south."
Christ Is this Zan&
But I must D00 forget that my text
in another cardinal point of the
compass. It takes in the east. I have to
report that in a journey around the world
there is nothing so maoh impresses one
as the fact that the missionaries divine-
ly blessed sre taking the world for Go&
zee' The horrible war between Japan and
China will leave the last wall of oppo-
' sition fiat in thefts& War is barbarism
always and everywhere. We bold up
our hands iu amazement at the massacre
at Port Arthur, as though Christian na-
tions could never go into such diabolism.
We forget Fort Fellow! We forget the
fact that during our war botheorth and
south rejoiced when there were 10,000
more wounded and slain on the opposite
81de. War, wbether in China or the
United Staten, is hell let loose. Bat one
good result will °owe from the Japanese-
Chinese conliet.- Time bt
.. _._-_.._... ..--__..
more open to at elizaticio eriTaristlan-
Sty than ever before. •When-fliiiiiionary
Carey put I fore an assembly of minis-
ters at Northampton his project for the
evangelisation of India, they laughed
him out of the house. From Calcutta on
the east of India to Bombay on the west
there is not • neighborhood but directly
or indirectly feels the gospel power.
The Juggernaut, which did its awful
work for centuries, s few weeks ago was
brought out from the place where it bas
for years been kept under shed as a cu-
riosity, end there was no one reveren-
deity to greet it. About 8,000,000 of
(eiristian souls in India are the advance
gnard that will lead on the 250,000,000.
The Christians of Amoy and Peking and
Canton are the advance gnard that will
lead the 340,000,000 of China. "They
*hall come from the east." The laet
moeque of Mohammedanism will be
turned into a Christian church. The last
Buddhist temple will become a fortress
of light. The last idol of Ilindooism
will be pitched into the fire.
The Christ who came from the este
will yet bring all the east with him. Of
course there are high tipeaclee to be
overcome, and great one ale must be
pawed through before the consomme-
tiou, as wittiest; the Armenians under
the butchery of the Turks. Mop that
throne on the banks of the Bosporus
soon crumble! The time has 'Already
come when the United States govern-
ment and Great Britain and Germany
might to Intone the indignation of all
civilized nations. While it ie not req-
uisite that arms be sent there to avenge
the wholesale massacre of Armenians, it
is requisite that by cable under the sears
and by proteut that &hall thrill the wires
from Washington and London and Ber-
lin to Constantinople, the nations an-
athematize the diabolism for which the
sultan of Turkey is responsible. Moham-
m•daniam is a curse whether in eylir
or New York. "They than come
the east." And they will come at e
call uf tbe loveliest aed grandest and
best men and women of all time. I mean
the nsissionaries. Dissolute Americana
and Englishmen who have gone to Cal-
cutta and Bombay and Canton to make
their fortunes defame the missionaries
because the holy lives and the pure
households of those missionaries are a
constant rebuke to the American and
English libertines stopping there, but
the men and women of God there sta-
tioned go on gloriously with their work.
People just as good and self denying as
was Missionary Moffat, who, when ask-
ed to write in an album, wrote these
words:
If y album Is in savage breasts,
Where passion reigns and darkness rests
Without one ray of light.
To writ" the name of Jesus there,
To point to worlds both bright and fair,
And sl..2. the pagan tx.w in prayer,
LIAM my soul's delight.
In all those regions aro men and
women with the consecration of Mel-
ville B. Cox, who, embarking for the
missionary work iu Africa, said to a fel-
low student, "If I die in Africa, come
and write my epitaph." "What shall I
write for your epitaph?" said the stu-
dent. "Write," said he, "these words:
"Let a thousand fall before Africa be
given up."
Worldly Reform In the West.
There is another point of the compass
that my text includes. "They shall
come from the west " That means
America redeemed. Everything between
Atlantic and Pacific oceans to be brought
within the circle of holiness and rap-
ture. Will it be done by worldly reform
or evangelism? Will it be law or gos-
pel? I am glad that a wave of reform
has swept across this land, and all the
tiies are feeling the advantage of the
mighty movement. Let the good work
go on until the last municipal evil is
extirpated. About 15 years ago the dis-
tinguished editor of a New York daily
tewspaper said to me in his editorial
loom: "Yon ministers talk about evils
af which you know nothing. Why don't
yen go with the officers of the law and
explore for yourself, so that when you
preach against sin you can speak from
what you have Mail with your own
eyes?" I said, "I will," and in company
with a commissioner of police aud a
captain of police and two elders of my
church I explored the dens and hiding
places of all styles of crime in New York
and preached a series of sermons warn-
ing young men and setting forth the
work that must be done lest the judg-
ments of God whelea this city with
more awful submergement than the vol-
canic deluge that buried Ilerculanenm
and Pompeii. I received, as nearly as I
can remember, sew ral Inindred columns
ef newspaper abuse fur undertaking that
exploration. Editorials of denunciation,
double leaded, and with captions in
great ,prinierstmetesepti tied "The Fail of
ralmage;" or "Talinige Maim the Mis-
take of His Life," or "Down With Tal-
mage," but I still live and am in full
sympathy with all movementa for mu-
oicipal purification.
But a movement which ends with
=inlet exposed and law executed stops
half way. Nay, it mope long before it
gots half way. The law never yet saved
anybody, DOVER' yet changed anybody.
Break up all the housed of iniquity ia
this city, and you only send the own-
pants to other cities. Break down all
the policemen in New York, and while
it changea their worldly fortunes it does
not change their heart or life. The
greatest want in New York today is the
traneforming power of the gospel of
bens Christ to change the heart and the
life and uplift the tone of moral senti-
ment and make men do right not be-
eauee they are afraid of Ludlow Street
jail or Sing Sing, but becauae they love
12ioci and hate tuirighteouenees. I have
never beard, nor have you heard, of any-
thing except the goepel that proposes to
regenerate the heart, and by the influ-
ence of that regenerated heart rectify
the life. Execute the law most certain-
ly, but preach the gavel by all means in
aborehose iu theaters, in homes, in pris-
ons, on the land and on the sea. The
goepel is Um only power that can revo-
lutionize society and save the world.
All else is half and half work and will
not last. In New York it has allowed
men who got by police bribery their
thousands and tens of thousands and
perhaps hundreds of thousands of dol-
lars to go scot free, while some who
were merely the cat's paw and agents of
bribery are struck with tbe lightnings
of the law. It reminds me of a scene in
Philadelphia wben I was living there.
A poor woman had been arrested and
tried and imprisoned for selling molasses
candy on Sunday. Other lawbreakers
had been allowed to go undisturbed,
and the grogshops were open on the
Lord's day, and the 13w, with its hands
behind its back, walked up and doifn
the streets declining to moleet many of
the offenders, but we all rose up in otir
righteous indignation, and calling upon
all powers, visible and invisible, to help
us, we declared that though the heavens
fell no woman should be allowed to sell
melamine candy on Sunday.
Party and Politics.
A few weeks ago, after I had preached
in one of the cburches in this city, a
man staggered up en the pulpit stair&
maudlin drunk, saying, "I am one of
the reformers that were elected to high
office at the last election." I got rid of
that "great reformer" as eosin as I could,
but I did not Reit rid of the impression
that a man like that would cure the
abominations of New York about as soon
as smallpox would oure typhoid fever or
a buzzaaw would render Haydn's "Crea-
tion." Politics in all our cities hag be-
oome PO corrupt that the only difference
between the Republican mid Democratic
parties is that each is werse than the
other. But what nothing else in the uni-
verse can do the gospel can and will ac-
complish. "They shall come from the
west," and for that purpose the evan-
gelistic batteries are planted all along
the Pacific coast, ae they are planted all
along the Atlantic coast All the prai-
ries, all the mountains, all the valleys,
all the cities are under more or leas gos-
pel influence, and when we get enough
faith and ocemearation for the work this
whole American omitinent will cry oat
fcr God. "They shall come from the
west."
The week Is not so difficult as many
supposes. You say, "There are th• for-
eign popalatioaa " Yea, but many of
them an Bollandars, and they were
brought up to love and worship God,
and it will take but little to permed*
the Hollanders to adopt tbe religion of
their forefathers. Then there are among
these foreigners mo many ef the Scotch.
They or their ancestors heard Thomas
Chalmers thunder and Robert Mo-
Cheyne pray. The breath of God so often
swept through the heather of the high-
lands, and the voice of God has so often
sounded through the Trosaachs, and they
all know how to sing Dundee, oo that
they will not hey° often to be invited to
1 Then th;:re are among these foreignersso many uf the English. They inheritedthe same language as we inherited-the
I English in which Shakespeare drama-
tised, and Milton chimed his cantos, and
Henry Melville gospelized, and Oliver
Cromwell prorogued parliament, and
Wellington commanded his eager hosts.
Among thews foreigners are the Swiss,
and they were rocked in a cradle under
the shadow of the Alps, that cathedral
of the Almighty in which all the ele-
ments, snow and hail and tempest and
hurricane, worship. Among these for-
eigners are a vast hoot of Germans, and
they feel censure... afterward the power
of that unparalleled epirit who shook
the earth when he trod it, and the heav-
ens when he prayea-Mertiu Luther!
From all nations our foxeign popnla-
tiona have come, and they aro homesick.
far away from the place of tiat ir child- :
hood and tho graves el their enceetora
anti our glorious re! Linn presented to
them aright will Ini et their nseds and
fill their souls aol kindle their enthusi-
asm. They shall come from amid the
wheat sheallet of Dakota, and from the
ere beds of Wyoming, and from the [el-
ver naves of Nevada, and from the guld-
en gulches of Colorado, are from the
banks of the Platte, and the Orepen. and
the Saeranento, and the Columbia.
"They shall Corti° frein the west."
Invited to s;t Down.
But what 'will they do after they
come? Here is something glorionsly MU.
solatory that you have Lever eoticed,
"Thty shall collie from the cast, and
the west, and the north, and the south. ;
and shall sit down." Oh, this is a tired i
world! The most of people aro kept on
the run all their lifetime. Business keepe
them on the run. Trouble keeps them
on the run. Rivalries of life keep them
on the run. They are running from dis-
aster. They are running for reward.
And those who run the fastest and run
the longest seem beet to suoceed. But my
text suggests a restful posture for all
God's children, for all those who for a
lifetime have been on the run. "They
shall sit down!" Why run any longer!
When a man gets heaven, what more
can he get? "They shall sit down." Not
alone, but picked companionship of the
universe; not embarramed, though • se-
raph 'should sit down on one side of you
and an archangel on the other.
There is that mother who, through all
the years of infancy and childhood, was
kept running amid sick trundle beds,
now to shake up the Blow for that
flaxen head, and now ye a drink to
those pasched lips, and ow to hush the
frightened dream of a little one, and
when there was one leas of the children,
because tbe great lover of, children had
lifted one out Of the croup into the eitsy
breathing of celestial atmosphere, the
mother putting all the more anxious care
on those who were left, so weary of arm
and foot and back and head, he often
crying out: "I am so tired! I am so
tired!" Her work done, she shall sit
down, and that business man for 30, 4D,
60 years has kept on the run, not urged
by selfishness, but for the purpose of
achieving a livelihood for the household.
On the run from store to store, or from
factory to factory, meeting this loss and
discovering that inaccuracy and suffer-
ing betrayal or disappointment, never-
more to be cheated or perplexed or exas-
perated, he shall sit down, not in a great
armchair of •heaven, for the rockers of
such a chair would imply one's need of
imothing, of changing to easy pasture or
semi-invalidism, but a throne, solid se
eternity and radiant as the morning aft-
er a night of storm. "They shall sit
down."
The Heavenly Rost.
I notice that the most of the styles of
toil require an erect attitude. There are
the thousands of girls behind counters,
many such persons through the inhu-
manity of employers compelled to stand,
even when because of a lack of custom-
ers there is no need that they stand.
Then there are all the carpenter& aud
the stonemasons, and the blacksmiths,
and the farmer.% and the engineers., and
the ticket agents, and the conductor&
In most trades, in most occupations,
they must stsnd. But ahead of all those
who love and serve the Lord is a resting
plaoe, a complete relaxation of fatigued
muscle, something cushioned end up-
holstered and embroidered, with the
very ease of heaven. "They shall sit
down." Rest from toil, rest from pain,
rest from persecution, rest from uncer-
tainty. Beautiful, joyous, transporting,
everlasting rest!
Oh, men and women of the frozen
north, and the blooming south, and from
the realms of the rising or setting sun,
through Christ get your sins forgiven
and start for the place where you may
at last sit down in blissful recovery
from the fatigues of earth, while there
roll over you the raptures of heaven.
Many of you have had such a rough tus-
sle in this world that if your !amities
were not perfect in heaven you would
some time forget yourself and say,"It Is
time for me to start on that journey,"
or "It must be time for me to count out
the drops of that medicine," or "I won-
der what new attack there is on ins
through the newspapers?" or "Do you
think I will save anything of those crops
from the grasahoppers, or the locusts, or
droughta?" or "I wonder bow much
I have lost in that last bargainr or "I
must hurry lent I mime the train." No,
sot The last volume of direful, eartkly
expel:rhinos' will be finished. Yea, the
last chapter, the last paragraph, the last
sentenoe, the last word. Finial
Frederick the Great, notwithstanding
the migtity dominion over which be
reigned, was so depressed at times be
could not speak without crying, and
carried • small bottle of quick poison
with which to end hia misery when be
could stand it no longer. But I give you
this small vial of gospel auodyne, one
drop of which, not hurting either body
or soul, ought to soothe all unrest aud
put your pulses into an eternal calm.
"They shall come from the east, arid
from the west, and from the north, and
the south, and shall sit dowu."
Princes and Priacesses.
The English like to read about
princes and princesees, to gossip about
their doings and to utilize them for cer-
emonials, but their poeitive liking for
them has rather narrow limits. Tie y
' will not allow them any political
enee, they are desperately jealous of
their claim to appointments even in the
!army, though princes fill these fairly
well, and they will not, when they can
help it, vote them any money to live on.
It will by and by be simply impossible
even to aek parliament for grants.
The real English feeling, we should
have said, is limited to the sovereign
and to tbqme who must suoceed her, the
throne rather than the royal family be-
ing the true object of the nation's re-
gard.-London Spectator.
•
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inna sb• bad Children, she gave them Onderta
Didn't qualify.
Mr. T. F. Jefferson, who was
"RAINS LEAVE 16 FOLLOWS:
New Or ua
--And All Points.-
t I Ns LEAVE FOLLOss ets
TO MaMPFT114.
I :42 a
FATPEOPLE
P•au Oistaer• PILLS will reduce your
s• eight PERM ENTLY from IS to IA lbs.
a mouth. 00 STARVING aleknsus or tn.
Jay; NO PUBLICITY. They build up the
hes. sh rad beautify the compleziou leaving
NC NRINKELS or eabbiaese. STOUT AB-
DOMENS and difficult breathing surely re-
lieved. NO EXPERIMENT but • seientillr
and positive relief, adopted only after veers
of experksse• All orders supplied I t
from nor oMoe. Price $1.0la per packs
three packages for te.oe by mall pm.
Testimonials anal pareesears (sealed
11 Correepondenc• Strictly Oonfidtan tla
A-1( NEMEOY CO., Bs.
Mass
WANTED k ALE MN t
else_ einxiezry efin lets :7.. re per montrhhisasids
tett corner in Trigg mienty at th• no fake Ladle« g
o wen as geriteriii'en win be
swy, and lywi terte,oted this matter. !Se ggest opport u.
N iv. election failed to qu make money ever ofle d Articles are
as a result the office was dee tod va ;Var 'WI
accept the God of John Knox and Filoth- cant, and the county juuge p ain Led want ine o
fone g 00411 even f they do not act
wsLIAd. see„. 
las agents. EillYtriAl. NOVEL
MY EYES "FOR BEAUTY PINE.
Illy eyes for beauty pine,
My maul Fir Adam'
usher hope nor care is mins.
To heaven I turn my face.
One splendor thence is shod
From all the stars ahoVe.
'Tie named when God's name is sold.
'TM love, 'Ds heavenly lure.
And every gentle heart
That burtso with true desire
is lit from eyes that mirror part
Of that oalestlal Are.
-Robert Bridges"
SUPERSTITIONS ABOUT TEA.
Quaint Ideas Concoraing the elm That
Choirs, bat Doe• Nut loebriete.
There are probably more quaint super-
stitious woven about tea than about any-
thing else in the world. If you put
cream in your cup before the sugar, it
will "cross your love," so you must be
very careful. lf, while the tea is being
made, the lid, removed to pour in the
water, is forgotten to be replacci, it ia
the sure sign of the approaching arrival
of a stranger.
If a tea stalk floats in the cup, It is
called a "beau," and when this is seen
unmarried women should stir their tea
very qu.skly mewl and roiled and then
hold the spoon upright in the center of
the cup.
If the "beau" is aleached to the spoon
and clings to it, be 00111 be sure to call
ve:y shortly, if not on that very even-
ing, but if the stalk goes to the side of
the cup, he will not come. In some
places this is also said to denote the
coming of a stranger, and if teo stalk
is soft the newcomer will be a lady; if
tough, a gentleman.
If you want to know how many years
will elapse before yoll Are married,
balance yew spoon on the edge of your
cup, first illbtiug that it is perfectly dry,
fill another spoon with tea, and holding
it above the balanced spoon let the
drops of tea gather to the tip of the
spoon and gently fall into the bowl of
the one below. Count the drops. Each
one stands fur a year.
If tbe cluster -of small air bubbles
formed by the sugar collect and remain
in the center of the cup, it is a sign of
fair weather. If they rush to the Fides,
there will be rain very shortly.-Phil-
adelphia Press.
Robert Burns.
He was born and brought up in the
midst of poverty and com&arative igno-
rance. When, in 1857, Nathaniel Haw-
thorne visited the poet's residence at
Dumfries and took notice of its filthy
and malodorous surroundings, he won-
dered that Burns could have preserved
his marvelous genius in such an unsa-
vory sp9.t. The author of "The Scarlet
Letter" was eveu more horrified at the
wretched aspect of Burns' farm at Moss-
giel and could not compare the habita-
tion in which the Scottish bard passed
so many of his days to a pigsty. "It is
sad," wrote Hawthorne, "to think of
anybody-not to say a poet, but any hu-
man being-sleeping, eating, thinking,
praying and spending all his home life
in this miserable hovel." He praises the
"heroic merit" of Burns for being no
worse man amid "the squalid hin-
drances" that beset the poet'. moral and
intellectual development.
Hawthorne was right. Low associa-
tions, bad sanitary conditions and the
companionship of the vile are all but
fatal to human virthe. Burns was never
utterly degraded. He wee always, in
spite of his failings, a true man, and
his passionate love for his fellow ales
outlived all his sufferings.
His relations with Jean Armour.
though they proved his frailty and hers.
were honorable to him in some respects,
for he left nothing undone to repair the
error of his youth. His intemperance
was rather the effect of his convivial
disposition than of any vicious tenden-
cy. If be sinned, he paid the penalty,
one might say, with his life. His ca-
reer terminated at 37, and, having re-
gard to his circumstances and opportu-
nities, his record as a poet is unparal-
leled, for no man ever achieved so much
as Burns with so little aid from the
mwoerultsd and with such terrible impedi-
in his path.-Westiniuster Re-
view.
For a Simple Philanthropy.
The present tendency in philan-
thropic movements seems to be to-
ward a nonelaborato system of man-
agement. The circle of King'e
Daughters, an organization of really
stupendous siie, has so little red tape
about it that the untutored casligirl
of the city stores can grasp its scope
and machinery. The Needlework
guild, started in England, with Lady
Wolverton at ite head, and duplieat-
ad in this country with Mrs. J. W.
Stewart ars preeident, is a marvel of
greatness and simplicity. A woman
who has spent her life in charitable
work said the other day: "I am con-
vinced that the greatest benefit to
the needy can be secured through
some system of regular individual
giving to individual need. If every
well to do family would take some
other family who needed aasistanee
and agree to help it over the lunel
places, I think the charita ble bureaue
and offices could be shut up." Some-
thing of this system has been sug-
gested in England, where a general
committee shall receive the .ruenes
of the charitably disposed to pasei on
to heads of districts where want ex-
ists, thus bringing the two parties te
titan section in actual contact,-
Herald.
Street Lite In Canton.
A very noticeable feature of the
street life was the absence of all such
animals as other nations uses for
draft and burden. Cats, pige anti
dogs were the only lower animals to
be seen, the two former being chiefly
in baskets for sale. The Canteme
dug is a most remarkable and pictur-
esque creature of the fox typo anti
about his size, but shorter hi tho
body. He is a little yellow, prick
eared boast, with a bushy tail curltal
over his back. He lolls abeut lazily,
his open mouth with purple black
lips and tongue giving him the ap-
pearance of having just finished a
feast of ripe mulberriset and of hav-
ing eaten too much. The horse, the
donkey, tho mule or the ox WLIS no-
where to be seen, save for an oeca-
atonal aad looking, emaciated spoci-
men tethered close to the brickwork
within the archways of ono ef the
gatee of the outer walls, whore a
countryman had left him while he
visited the town.-Florenee O'Dris-
oon, M. P., in Century.
LaGrIppe, Indigestion, Sleeplessness,
Ete.
Montgomery, Ry., Oct. 4, 1893.
Yee, indeed, I can say something
for the Eleetropoise. 1 have !sweets-
ed it only a few months, but have
found it a great relief in indigestion,
torpid liven indigestion, rheum/tibial,
nervousness, bleepleseneed, streets of
la grim*, etc. I am 5ti years old, and
have been a sufferer a long time, and
found little or DO relief from medi-
cine; but the Polhs has b.en entirely
different. The Poise bao worked
wonders with me even in so shorts
time; my health to greatly improved,
end I feel like a new man. I am mi-
mosa young again. Can work DOW
and not get exhausted in a few min-
utes. I owe It all to the Electropoise.
Have also u.rd it in my penny, stet
found it all you represent a to be
My childrets all anew its vslue red
call for it daily for their many pains,
eues and bruises. oou id Dot par.
mine under any /ermine-fences
L. It. HUBBARD.
OfirEleetropoise put out on trial
fo, feur months for $10. Head far
valuable beee free.
DUBOIS & WEBB,
f609 Foe eTil A ve LOUISVILLE.Kv
•
• Thrifty Town.
The population of New Bedford.
Mass., is about 50,000, and 10,225 of
her people, or more than one-tiftli,
work in the mills. As indicating
the thrift of the people, it is worthy
of note that, although the average
pay is but $8 a week, some of the in-
dividual operatives of thus town and
Fall River have savings at the Fall
River banks.-St. Loui,
k
"A
grateful
Mother"
endorsee a
remedy her son is tak
for MALARIA. We de
net know her and s117.
of her own accord
to praise
Brown's-
iron Bitters.
The h tter is tilted July 17,
leJ-1-jtist tee or eir day -
Washington, D. C.
11 
• . . My von
tehias- Ilrown'e Irdlt
IL' tees fer dee-tootle
end it lee; done
ben a greet e'
M \ET
Great .
Perhaps you're r,tlfier;nrr
.from fee each:
buyirig look tor crosoed
ked LMes wrar;J:r.
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MARRY IN Gum ANT.
BUT IF YOU ARE AMERICANS BE PRE-
PARED FOR A SiECE.
Documents of All Weds sond Witneote•
Ile Presented to the Civil Func-
tionary-The Trials of a Toned Couple
of Americana In Berlin.
It is often almost impossible for an
American te secure the pepers nece6eary
to make Enrol...ail marriage valid, VS-
pecially in tier-many. The lovers are fro
quently obliged to wait until they can
repair to snipe less inquisitive land,
where a priest or 12gal functionary will
sensent to unite fffem without aaking
superfluous questions. Wheu the eon-
tracting parties are themselves Euro-
peans, the formalitiee are probably for-
midable enough, for beisides the actual
marriage papers there are settlement
papere anti various meliminary deco-
nicuta to be drawn up. But if you are an
American of course you aro A euepitione
character, and you will End it even
doubly difficult to marry the girl of
pint. clmice. Yon must tirst prove your
right to live awl breathe and have your
being, and your bride must prove her
right to live and breathe end have her
being, rind your father, and your moth-
er, and your bride's father, and your
bride'e neither must also prove that they
were born iu due time and have lived
irreproachably ever after, and in case
t hey no longer exercise the functions of
living, breathing awl heving their be-
ing it must lie shown that they ceased
te do eo in a Felber and godlike manner.
All thia inneh more must be set
furth in a rood (rut demon strandum
fashion by menne of documents before
you will be allowed to Lend your neck
to the conjugal yeke.
The truth of these remarks was illus-
trated a few weeks ago in Berlin, when
the happiness of two young Americans
Acing for a long time in the balance un-
til German anthorities finally consented
to let them join hands awl h• rs. The
young man was 'an Egyptolegist and
found it necessary to be in Egypt at a
certain time. Ile hoped to take his bride
with him, but almomt up to the last mo-
uteut he was uncertain whether he
ahenld have &bride to take. For months
he had been trying to bring about this
marriage, bnt the reqnirements of the
German law were enough to drive even
a man accustomed to the complications
of the Tel-el-eh•Mateth taelets to de-
spair. The bride had lived formerly on
the other side et the wurld, and as there
existed in tile cautious German mind
the poesibility that she utieht have gene
through the marriage rc-r( niony on POMO
previous occasion it sees heeeteary tc
publialt the Lamle weeks beforehand, not
only in the Berlin papers, but also in
the journals of her native American
town. 13eth parties were obliged to se-
cure certitleatts of the birth and bap-
tism of themselves and thtir parents
and to furnish an epitonto of the family
historim down to date. There is a ru-
mor that testimony NV:13
as to the nureler of times cortain
tires had been vaecivatt mid the sue-
ss of the operete.n. Tho young wom-
an's father hail diol wit, it away from
home, and it was retie r thtflenit to eat-
isfy German antheritics as to the man-
gier of his taking off. Finally all the
papere arrived, reel the couple repaired
one day with their ft iends and witnesees
to the office of the leehl fuuctionary in
whose hands their happiueriti rep, sod.
The legal fanctienitry, conree, had
iwitnemster on his eide.,. Tee thernians
never transact any business except in
the presence of witneeses. If you quar-
rel with the guard un a railway train.
he immediately summons ate .t r guard,
not to mini.) the dispute, but to witnees
it. They put their two solemn heads to-
gether, shako them at each otlwr anti at
you, make copious notes of 60 facts
and finally take thernselees off. Slits
bridal couple and frioele were silently
surveyed by the band of wine-eve
Then tho bride wee placed in oue chair
and the bridegroem in another at a re-
spectful di•tatice. The papers were pre-
duced. The. leido told all Wenn herself,
and tle I it legroom telt' all about !inn-
self, :eel theefriciels and witneeses told
all a', ,et both of them. The mother of
tee bride assured the assembled cum -
pay that this Mali was wit insidiously
defrauding her of r daughter. The
company began to breethe ne,re freely.
The bridegroom heaved a sigh of relict
The tired brieto moved in her rhair
wearily. But the legal functionary was
not going to let them off eo eaeily.
shook his head over the papers, pursed
up his lips and then turned on the
whole criswd nut! n.k. (I th. ta fiercely fer
their passpurts. Of course He one- hail
etl'Al a thing about bine so the jail, (I
bridegrown had to rtoli off ie a drosky
to secure as many as were necese&ery.
Meantime a t;,heenn c,mplso appeared.
Their paper-. .. were ail right.
The Gerrein I s _7 1 touts Tsesession
of the A: . r le: :room's %%leant
chair. and tee Ante:teen bride, who. by
tine time. we- .linost in tears. yielded
her seat to the tier/nen bride. By the
t into they had been safely lanticheil upon
the of marriel life the pea:sisals bad
beta found, and the Americium again
took the chairs and were finally made
man and wife, to the satisfaction of the
legal functionary, themselves and their
friends.
That wasn't all, of course. They had
to flush off, after the legal kinctionary's
fee had been paid, to do honor to the
ordinary conventienalities, array them-
etives in festal robes and be married
ugain by a minister who /moire the Enis•
lish tongue, shake hands*ith their Soo
friends anti catch the first train for
Egypt. -Berlin Coe New York Suu.
• Simple Remedy.
A teacher of health cultnre declares
that a simple remedy for removing the
blood front a too active brain is to exer-
eise the muscles of the feet. Stand firm-
ly on the ground and then raise the heel
and reit on the toe f. re a eecond. Du
this for a dozen times or so in succes•
sten. It will bring a certain degree of
relief after a hard day's mental work.
I Million Friends.
A friend In need Is a friend indeed,
mid not less than one million people
have found juet such a trietoi in Dr.
King's New Dieenvery foreConeump-
tom. Coughs arid etilda -If you have
never used this Great Cough Medi-
cine, one trial will conviece you that
it hes wonderfnl curative powers in
ell diseases of Throat, Cheet and
Lenge. Each bottle is guaranteed to
do nil that le eleimed or morey will
be refunded. Trial.hettlee free:et It.
C. liardwick'd drug store. Lange
b0e. and $1.
Wiiii• ”r ,., of Madisonville, are
prep's,. their photograph
Ige'e•e '
INGO PORATI ON
\ (-I ice, • Hereby given that t• e following ar-
i, .‘„,6ao afoot 11./' 111. totereart ie
.c. 1,,,p...a,.• - die 27th day ui De-
. 1,., II II .1 I Int! I/111., th.
g• s e IA. ',Alan • .11.14) #641 re-
., lee.
AhielieleD ARTICLES ar niooJa0116,ATIO1isuTLL
uuarser•
ity written martini et tire wi e uf the
1% ...latica or Om 1110.11.•11.11'.1.1e Hotel Co -
'so y: a h • articoss {11 c. roof of aaid
6... 1.3606 III'r41 041•184 Us nes' teem 1 in the
a lir, ono 3, 1,1111. C. WA thee, !Hach
:Jo. Ns_ are le rev; susesded uu Guessed as
10•0•••••
/,,' or iidels dorsa of said
eolarp.atry may be .n reused i#,) reaolu ion 4.1
Y.1 0, 'tweets • id • ilo company to any
... t in other to Hon .11 Ire elOy tii
"ti stet La hum" . vied amid Cl/Ulp.,0).
iv' the c ty H•lp. inaville, and friattnri and
cepa 4. the me ith ate •• . ace. rins,r,
re L. d ..e.a, t eatirc Air SSA
iit .10 sa tftill Law % IA Is raid
oi dtv &SO .1a. dr() •Ipor.1)0•1ay
' b.- c- • toted to it lUOU . la • K..6.6-10 in.
FU It II.) rive thou. faih 010 in
a 'Imo, to the ri rota e M-
I milli doer. cytu 11111., W I
erb f isnot ..... tg gc bend Wei/ d a • -I role
; a: tonI-14 ), a si •Itiourillug to 11.e sum
, ! • c thous oo. ars 0 ) and
c, r 01 is ism ..ge •Sal.1.4 1.1141
4. • 1. tty, ..11/10U•4111.
hund . Liminess ow
.o . by ed. co pno),
II 2 oni l -il. 47 pd11„4"..:::•4 ts511:14444:11(1"ja.4 d an-
ant •sts. lire limos-
t. ol,nr , .5.'co(l. loaletcolnoy yr la sil
• ,• .1 t.t- 11.• Iit C2IMI111.- Unir
.1, t • 0 • • nips .•tui. 0 -
I ! 11 t-0 11.111, ' •4,00,) 1 lot 1,01141.
lo In. tc.est al the I it la t er a.t pe
un um. a thaw, 0: s art cited Sa d tote.. of
al. e Luc-1.y bo ds b. become
. ••0 ) r- m tt,e d..tc oa a--
mole sod ro., t•• Pi Oer.s.nole al th yieasure
of weld c pauy atter Ste years from dice, us
bald ,,rn pas,- may, in place of said humus sod
u Inserraw in money not exceed-
tte the raid sum 01 thirty Ote thousand doe
I,' I', ue and delver to the per-
or perm"... from to hom said motley may te
borrowed the ol said company on
,u le ma to time mud il3lefe,I. as may be
..greett by and between said M. mpany and the
ip4) or per-oirs from whom th.- tilfillIEV may
ne borrowed. a may p ovnie ano atipulata
, or tour-wail of saki notes from time so n010
Loill the aaid note., awl interest thereon shall
ta, pti,1 and Mseli•, Red, both principal
-.to- o re the pat men t of said
t i• rd series ot mot t gage nonda, of said corn ps-
uv, or said ISole.. for nomey loch txt•y be
bur:owed to b ward in Mobbing. furnishing
:111/1 e go ppo g *aid "'Hetet atham," with is-
1,-rest thereon as above provided said Omn-
i, 4st` or corporation may Fledge by MOW
-rivoger. all of its property, real and p# rams
s,i. rests, revenue. anal ineome, and said third
- 0 bond.. 11.01.104 and sold to Skliti con-
! r the note. of tied company for money
-, borrowed, as hove provided. and tut ex.
cc.- ling tne Pt. in of thirty five thousond
0169 oh-II be lei ally valid and binding on
aid corporation, and all ite pr 1•rt.) real and
persona rent., revenue. nod te voter, when
tie amine of *alai corpor. s all ho signed
t hcreto t hs Preinueni thereof, and attested
oy the neeretrry un fir it, corporate se I. But
f Noon' be loomed, I be coupes. attached to said
lends. ohs I le signed by the Secretary oni•
watweas whereof, the President and board
of I ti rectors of said company have hereto sub•
ici ihod their blames.
7 hot, December 2 ith, 1044:
Di 1 ecteni.
I FL C. Omit.
Pre.ident,
I .151m C Latham,) . P. ampbeil,
1E M. Flank.
A. If . Ande son,
Hunter Wo .d,
F. L. El is,
St tie of Kentucky,
Ch'estiaii Ceuuty:
I. Ichn P Prows... 6. I rk of the Ch•lotlar
ounty Court, 'to certify that the foregoing
-mien artialeo of incorporation of tbe Hop
<Irbil-Ole Hotel ti timp.ny. were this day pro-
1110I tome in my ofllemaail were set no • Irrig-
cd bv H C. Gant. an ereaiden. of said compa-
ny, and oleo y E. P tjamphell, R. N Fleck,
A. H. Aodermn. Hunter W ood and F L.EIII4
• Diremoms of Pali compao• to b• Iberia act
Ind deed, as such Directors, whereupon the
isad aurem'e-i it-t in'', of incorpor lion were gi
in my , Mee ahd ordered to record. and to-
...into wi the cvron •te ot Charles Edgar
M II P. No arv Plante, ILI Ana bit. the County
;1114 of New York, and certifying to tbe
icknowledgement f maid amended articles of
Jworporation, by J. lin C Latham as ooe of
. he Di ee, ciro of the 1. OpkILIPVII/e liaiel Am-
, and taken the 4 minty and elate of
•iew yore i efore said Notary Pub le. as well
th re-mil:ate. have been duly recorded In
•LIY
(jive,. under my hand as Clerk of the Chris-
tian County Court.
Thu'. i.e63. 27,h, :4 4. Ion.: P. PROW111.
Clerk Christian County Court
-46jUarter'y Report of the _
Rank of llopkinsville
At the close of buoin so on the 3:at day of
Decemeer,
Imam. and discounts 
.1 riLei .11 nr,amfteNnuire. citliEr, e8°,.d..:1k.a.478:3121..:238:9 5711 841'5.41...lis sm"ijor:24, 000115:6::
Due from ' et* Balk. and
Rau king I 46. ..d ,ot 
-AsihttRaekr shrakenea:bo..a:11;  56,040 tie
NleI'le
Exe'ualiges for c esringe $1124.:1363 1"5 62,'01 06
tither items carried am cabh SO 00
' tirrene3 . , , -14 ',so, co
I.IABILITIES.
%mist stnck IJ, in cash
•• I Ins
• ce deimsitors
,..• N -I minks s4
si e bank• and b's'rs 15,t#37 .0
...toe and ouptilai [-et
arid. . .......
• nyiti01 divIdenes.
Mend Nu. th's day
1406,41.1 VS
250 WO fr,
2.5,thi0
19e,312
193.3 on
5.100
O70
7,51.51
- --
55(5,456 Oa
STATE OF ENTUCKY 1
ouPTT OF CHRISTIAN
.1. E. Nierbettem. Larliter of Bank r Hop.
< r .6 lit.. a ha' k located and doing bus -
•,. as Ne. n street. in tee eity of Hop
1,6.6 county. ring duly sworn,
-eye foreming Repot'. is an all re
-peeti et ,fein,•,t of the ounditem of t he
•.4 d !hitt. at 1 i.e. ...use -4 Musa Dees ou toe 3i.
la s, II, • :P1-1, to the b sit of hia knowledge
trot On 1; tit, Ler pays that fbe buttoers
ra it io 1..04 bee 3 tram. cted al the Lora-
Ion :to Ilt se where; end the
Above re ri MA I' In compalance ith as
..ul • 141 notice 'e.m the SOF' retAry of Move de-
-Ignaliti tiny of Dee Di .4 as the tiny
sm which tuell report shall be made
E McP, [Koos. rash r.
P SaPIIKLL, Dlr. Cier.
C lif hi ler. clot'
D MIL•KO, Director.
• .cril,rti and •wern to before me la.' .1.
McPherson on the dot td January, 1505.J. I' FIR A DEP.
N. P. L.. Ky.
QUARTERLY REPORT
-OF THE-
CITY BANK
AT 110PKINSVILLN, KY.,
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS
DECEMBER 31, '94.
HEsoUltCEi.
boner and Dlocountat $ 133,171 lb1' dd, 3.,
12,4 57
eft .....
utoceuresi .
1110. Irmo N at :opal Banks $3,T413 .06..
fra.m.date Itk'., M'Il's'a,ter.i: 14..
bunk la:r  Houma acd Lot 
-.ta. aud Bonds .. . .
6,COS
te,
iirreecr  2,71.5
Esc Kr f ar Clesxings .  3#1 25 757 P2
ethopendel Debt  2 EU te
-- --
345,619 67
I.IA B11.1ri ES.
capital ‘teek Paid in, In lamb *Lam
:"Urii1U14  N1,141111
ntify Ole I era Alta  5,bal ,
line Iteleeito6a .  111,67t
'Mt HI 14111111 Hanka ... 2,3414 22
I - lie irk. eers ia, 1.1.5 :1 1 •
Copal Div toleade .. ILI •• ••
Tall Account  4.364 r..e
STATE OF IC ENTITCVAI
es:
COrkTY or cal RISTI AN
n. T. Trinal . I ashier of the City mink, •
Dank o. NI-.0. •till 'ti.,iiig b-oins or in the I ity
of Donk in.% Me, ill tadd Cutlet). being
.1nly neorb, rays tont the foregoing
r. port us in •Il re.pects a trine
statement of the cannittiou of 'mid Bank.
compliance a WI an offieiai notice received
goat report t lir": I. BI.,": Long,
et the C1011e el 11115111111111 011 the 814 dayof Dec
ItIrther say• that the bust ne.r. of a id hank haw
le-eu I ritusacte 1 at the local 100 named, •nd not
Art day of lie,. I.:11. il. the day oa a bleb
1.144, to the bt,t of knowledge anal be. ief ; arsal
I 1.1,16 Isere ; •nit the above report is n ade in
from the Secretary ' f :••taite disolgu tins the
•Valadlei. 42..hier.
Director.
C. • T otupeon, "
W. T Tanny,
so ',writ's., and sworn to before me br W. T
Tuitily, Cashier, the 1st dav of dantlart , 1104
a. A. A iiNOLU, N. P. Co C.
20,6111 67
camamessouirmissm=snaml
'OLD :.ELiABL k "
HUGHES'
643=11111EMB
TONIC
MOM=
NEVER FAILS TO CURE
Ehlls and Fever
4 I* BELT EV E
8
THE WORST
I HRONIC
CASES
Better Than Quinine alone, b•
e0a,ae It r, 10,-1,011 the C•tine.
eFda. ri tett! th.ervi oh rs wme eo stet noe ifit hTeo • on -cc: II
For Thirty Year • 111043 • .
A715 f.t1 Hugh e Tonle,
ha Ina IT. mi nothing else.
Insist on
50c. and $1.00 BOTTLES.
figir-Fer sale by druggists •nd noir-
( hunts throughout the eountry.
t.1\1H Otio
?6,
P
/1
"5t (.t./0%'
No OTHER 50AP DOE5 ITSWORK SOWELL
ONE TRIAL WILL PROVE This.
 
• BENI FskintiirrAETIPAR triAui
Prices OW H4f IL To
"The Palace"
The Great Slaughter of Fine Millinery. This is your harvest.
se arid reap the never before heard of Bargains.
Caps and Hoods.
Trimmed Hats At De Worth The1.3e OS
75c 1
•
4.
64
66
84
•
•
Oa
4 If•
3 an
2 50
no
1 ea
-73
26
• rth
66
•
ill 00
0)
7 09
5 00
4 tifl
3 lei
2 lid
1 5(1
10 10 1 AP
Sailors.
A Wortb te
lee I W
lec I All
Shapes at your
own price,
Stamped Linens, Silk Floss, Linen Fringe, Silk Fringe, Silk Balls fir
all kinds of fancy work. (TER/eLS CAME)
MRS. ADA LAYNE,
corner Ninth Pric! Main Sta
NO. Y. ()INSLEY
MERCHANT TAILOR!
(Successor to Ware & Ows y.)
suits from S.25.00 to 860.00
Pants " 7.00 " 12.00
F s Workmanship and Fits Guaranteed
GEO,' A. CLARK, - - Cutter.
)ftc -
Gus Youngi-•
wSfore Oppososite New Hotel
PAINTO, OILS, VARNISHES, WINDOW GLASS, HARDWA 
aad
TOOLS of all kinds.
On account of the new law which shortens the hunting season we 
have
made another BIG CUT in prices of Shot Guns. Have a very larg
e as-
sortment of Breech-Loaders, Muzzle-Loaders, Rifles and Revolvers, all 
at
Lower Figures than ever before. They are here and must be sold 
th is
season. Evansville Steel Plows, Chattanooga Chilled Plows and r
epairs
for all sorts of Plowa, such as Oliver Chilled, South Bend, Avery i
e., at
Reduced Prices. Splendid line of best brands of Chopping Azes. 
1 ha
Prettiest and Cheapest line of Pocket Knives and Razors in the Stahs, 
at
ery reasonable prices. The beat loaded shells, any load you wain.
ABERNATHY & CO.,
TOBACCO COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
CC kz.140 Eit., 7..A
W COMTEIBEIL.
opkinsville Krntunki.
SAMUEL 140DCSON
CLARKS:ILLS'. TENIN--
Manufacturer and Importer of-
ITALIAN MARBLE
c WEDE and the most desirable EAST Eit N
1GRANITE MONUMENT, TABLETS,
and STATUARY.
After 40 years experience we feel confident that older,
trutted to us will be executed a skillful
and artistic manner.
.74morte bat the BEST Material Used.
MAIN
Ragsdale, Cooper & Co
-PROPRIETORS OF-
: STREET : TOBACCO . liAREIIOUSE
BETWEEN TENTH AND JELETBNTH
Ropkinsville, Kentucky.
W. E. RAGSDALE. Salesman
Have You Seen 
THE BEAU UL LUNE Of
Solid
Silverware
T. G. YATES. 
•
•
The Prettiest lot of Belt Buckles,
Hair Ornaments, &c., eve!
brought to Hopkinsville 
Art PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES.
The Best One Dollar Spectacles
on lEarth We do Repair work
acsitly and promptly and guaran-
tee all work.
T. G. YATES,
HOWE'S OLD STAND-Main St.
S. B. GO NG; PresidenL W . T. TANDY, Cashier.
Corsair Worworetla SM.& mmairesa.
cs.PrrSi. sso,ocio.00. SURPLUS ws,wrise
UNDIVIDED PROFITS R10.000.006
This *salt Offers Its Services To The Public as Sae Meant%
.
T. C. LIANBERRY. 
F t5HRTEA
People's HanberyaShryer,
-Proprietors.,_
Warehouse R. R. St., bet, 10th & 1164Hopkinsville, Ky.
Careful silent Isin given tu seal filing and trellintloWcs consigned to ea, Li
beral adrenal,
on bast-se0 in store. Ad tobacco i usured autism bre instracted.
NAT 0A1TBLZR JAS. Whail
4
•
- 
'49 u re 0, E. Bsynbam to fill R. Iss siese mess Papa Bld 
Mr at-
4
-:-,,seereeeeg
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YiathieSZ~V4.4412FA,Z440:WMIN61,I. 
,10.4 -wase•74.Pasepg,Am.7.,,FM•%br%,*Ka4s..V.vagg;.,4t.1430-ascar , ,
• , nc,,apsew•QF*6.z.,; Va, ••••
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